The September World Announcement by the Pope of the Jesuit Church of the NWO

The Pope will address the (his) Congress on September 24 2015

The Pope will then address (his) United Nations on September 25 2015

Who, What, When and Why?

Research Document:

A look at the facts behind the Pope, Jesuit, Roman Catholic Cult, Church and its NWO
Remember this: The pyramid is composed of 13 rows of building blocks (BRICS)

On 13 March 2015 Francis announced as Pope that in 2016 the universal church would celebrate a Jubilee Year dedicated to the theme of God's mercy. The Vatican announced the pope would perform several acts to demonstrate the theme of God's mercy.

In April 2015, he issued a papal bull of indiction, "Misericordiae Vultus" (Latin: "The Face of Mercy"), to inaugurate a Special Jubilee Year of Mercy, to run from 8 December 2015, Solemnity of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, to the last Sunday before Advent and the Solemnity of the Feast of Christ the King of the Universe on 20 November 2016.

During that time, the Holy Doors of the major basilicas of Rome (including the Great Door of St. Peter's) will be opened, and special "Doors of Mercy" will be opened at cathedrals and other major churches around the world, where the faithful can earn indulgences by fulfilling the usual conditions of prayer for the Pope's intentions, confession, and detachment from sin, and communion.

**Jubilee Year of “Mercy”**  **December 8 2015 – November 20 2016**

**Is this Pope Jesuit the right man for the job to lead the Roman NWO plan forward?**

**YES**
Research for Neil Keenan & Group K: Pope, Jesuit & Church(s) History: Timelines.

There is a lot of material here - not for the faint of heart. But this selected material will give you a very good background and overview on the present Pope / Jesuit / Church / NWO & history.

There hasn’t been the time to summarize this collection of research documents into a much smaller document in order to focus on just the key parts of the Church system; how it was set up and how it works. This collection of documents will show & illustrate the parts that are real (or not) that need to be exposed. Their Papal Bull contracts can be made-void through writing up our own human-world contracts for ourselves and our FICTION versus the Church's Holy (not) Roman Cult Corporate Empire.

The reader can take away want they want from this document and make up their own summary.

Everything is right on Schedule - Presently Fulfilling Prophecy

The present great events match true Revelations. After more than a thousand years of being ruled by an 'Iron Rod'...aka Roman Cult church, and its harlot satanic church beast(s) - the most evil factions are being exposed and brought down, and with the help of the Luciferian (Jesuits) Romans, who will get 1 hour - 3 1/2 years? - on the throne (of Babylon - baal), but they too will be exposed and their 3 Crown Temple (control) of Babylon will be finally brought down.

Every 70 to 100 years banking currency empire's are created - usually through the transition of war. Can the Jesuits transition our world to a new financial empire (U.N.) without going through traditional war? Are the Jesuits presently trying to transition the Geo-political situation without war (as opposed to the engineered wars of the present cabal)? Or are the Pope & Jesuits just sweet-talking the world presently with stated U.N. intentions; only to later go ahead and get their agents to still start 'a salvage of souls' and put the world into another traditional war transition. Do they still plan many humans - all the heretics, protestants and moderate Catholics and Muslins now, the Chinese and anyone who is not apart of the Roman© Cult Church system.

Once one takes a Jesuit Oath one is always a Jesuit. Can a leopard change its spots? Can a scorpion not bite? The Roman Jesuit eagles helped create and controll the snakes & scorpions. It's their job to expose and kill their deadliest beast(s).

Once the Jesuit expose & take over present cabal - then Humanity exposes the Jesuits.
Navigating Through The Roman Jesuit Lucifer Treaty and their NWO Movement

Does this Pope Jesuit actually want to bring down their Roman© Cult Church System? Maybe they will only expose 'some' of the agents they no longer need in the next step of their NWO. The fact is that Jesuits are exposing parts of their Roman© Cult Church System, evil agents (certain factions (Kazarian/Illuminati Families…etc)). It seems they are exposing the most evil western criminal families, factions, and agencies?

The Pope Jesuit says he now represents the Catholic Church. How could that be when in fact the Jesuits have worked for the Roman Cult nobility church from their start in 1541 - how could they represent the Catholics? The Catholic church system was taken over in 1057 AD. From that time on the Catholic church (Frank / Celtic) system became known as the Roman Catholic Church a.k.a. the Roman Cult© Church - Black Nobility (Roman/Venetian) and then later by the families, the younger (Khazarian / Illuminati Families).

How can any Jesuit or the present Pope say they now represent the Catholic church?

Under this current Pope Jesuit of the Roman© Catholic Church System - who now rules with the authority of their new issued 'Holy See' 'Motu Propria' on July 11, 2013, for their NWO. Their 'Motu Propria' law - to take over / take back the BAR TEMPLE CROWN system from the west and all corporations and corporate fictions (HUMANS) - birth and S.I.N. certificates. An order to 'Salvage the Souls - Lost at Sea'. Pope Jesuit is now preparing their agencies towards their NWO under their U.N. a.k.a. World Trust System.

From day one in 1540, the Jesuits have worked for the Roman Cult Black Nobility. They are the masters of Hegelian Dialectic (controlled opposition), a key component of their Luciferian (Sun) church system, which is not just a religious system, but a political system and military system. Their creed: “Ordo Ab Chao” (Order from Chaos).

We know enough the Jesuit Order control each & all cabal opposition Cult agencies; Illuminati, Nights of Malta, Masons / Grand Orient, Zionist, Nazis, Communists & Capitalists.

The Jesuits are commanding their control now over the world and moving their present NWO system forward.

Research Document: Jesuit - Lucifer Treaty for the NWO?

- Introduction, present articles and a background Bio of Pope Francis
- 1page timeline of each church, Holy See dates, Cult agencies and developments since 2013
- History / background of the 3 different churches systems & their new NWO state / church.
- Shows that each churches were formed on lies, forgeries and frauds…on male bloodline?
- Shows you - for 1040 years now the Roman© has ruled us with their evil 'iron rod' lies.
- Shows each time church/state contracted, Papal Bulls, Holy See & 3 Crown Temple BAR

(Their 3 BAR Temple crown structure, secret laws of Papal Bull (Bullshit) contracts).
To bring down the evil Roman © and their forged contracts we must understand these Holy See laws, contracts and specially their 3 Crown Temple BAR, would be used to salvage our souls.

The church / state - Crown Temple BAR system can be brought down / exposed to Humanity (with our own contract(s) versus the church / state / NWO corporation contracts by making up our own true common law contracts: lawful contracts that will override and void all past fraudulent BS church Holy See, Papal Bull law contracts.

By exposing their / our BIRTH and S.I.N. social security system and making it transparent to understand how it really works (or can for humanity): The S.I. N. is each persons Security Trust Account' - what a person is 'worth'. Human bonds - credit bonds - are created and then sold into the system (given out free to the fortune 300-500 companies and industrial complex). Humans are the S.I.N. 'credit bonds' for the system, which are taken from each of our Security Trust Accounts. The 'funds' generated were meant to be used for humanity but this will only happen once we all take back our S. I. N..

It seems this new Pope Jesuit is really cracking the whip with commands for changes, new contracts - and furthering their NWO agenda? What's really in store with this Pope Jesuit agenda? Are they just sweet talking us and the world? Maybe there will be some good changes on some level - but not on all levels and for everyone; time will tell!

2013 His election - The Roman Cult 'ceased to exist' on that date - the fulfillment of the prophecy in Revelation (end of 1000 yr rule by a 'Iron Rod' Cult)

2013 He restored the Imperial Christian Church
2013 He restored the Catholic Church
2013 He restored the Holy See of the Catholic Church
2013 He restored corporate, fiction 3 Temple BAR Crown with his Motu Propria

2015 He's presented a ‘communist crucifix’ (Hammer & Sickle) by Bolivian President
2015 Pope appoints population control extremist to Vatican post
2015 Pope "Calls on World Youth to Rise Up Against Global Capitalism"
2015 Pope says "God Has Instructed me to Revise the Ten Commandments"
2015 Pope wants everyone to worship on Sunday
2015 Pope says their is no God
2015 Pope released the Laudato Si Environmental care for our home planet.

2015 - Pope to address the Congress on September 24
2015 - Pope to address United Nations on September 25

The Pope's coming address to Congress will be interesting as will be his speech the next day at U.N. Something is going down. Maybe it's the new agreement-order commanding the Congress to now completely align themselves with the U.N. world mandate and their Jesuit NWO plan. Could it be getting the Congress to sign off on some of their admiralty law (shield of crown temple Bar) control of Federal Reserve banking, dollar / corporate system. Whatever is going down it is going to be big news from September onward.
But how can the Pope expect anyone to adhere to any of his demands/offerings when in fact he is going to tell us that there is no God. If there is no God there is no need for the Vatican or for the Church in that matter and God as we have all perceived is within each and every one of us in the decisions we make throughout our lives.

If this is the case then we, the people should just tell the Pope whose name is Francis to "hit the road Jack and don't you come back no more"......Hit the Road Jack.
Hopefully… The Treaty of Lucifer to End the Roman Cult

Pope Francis was elected as the first Vicar of the Universal Ecclesia (Catholic Church), supposedly the first Catholic Vicar in more than five hundred years - on March 13, 2013.

The most powerful force within the Jesuit "New World Order" is unquestionably the "Provincial Generals" of the Jesuit Order [The Pope was a Provincial General].

However, there remains a significant number of adherents (Roman Cult, Elite, Agents of the NWO) and others in their Roman system, throughout the western world that have steadfastly refused to yield and remain at odds to genuine reform(s) and ending poverty.

The Roman Cult are, Serpents, Satanists and Demons of the Black Eagles. Since 1057 the Catholic Church has been ruled by the Roman Cult Church under the Jesuits by Roman/Venetian families, Merovingian priests, Venetian water pirates & Khazarian land pirates - as bankers & merchants.

Genesis 49:17 - "Dan [Venetian] shall be a serpent by the way, an adder, in setback on the path, that biteth the horse heels, so that his rider shall fall backward"

The sign of the Dan Tribe - sign in Scorpion; symbols: Black Eagle, Phoenix & Snake.

The New World Order - Apparatus is the "Holy See" - Law Keys

"We come in like lambs and will rule like wolves. We shall be expelled like dogs and return like eagles."

"Beware of false prophets, who come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravenous wolves."
- Yahushua in Matthew 7:15

"History will watch four eagles draw towards the lion to blind his eyeballs, and the lion in the end would awaken and open his maw and roar in the face of the eagles."
- Irish Gaelic King - 480 BC

"A Flaming Wheel is her Buckler, Her Peace the winds and waters, and it's Stone that shouted her name. Islands of Iron (Ireland) she will gather the world's increase. Young (Gaelic) Lions draw to her side"
- First said in Ireland in 483 BC.

The Union Jack (Jacob) Emblem arrived to the Irish people in 383 BC…..to be the future union of 'British' Commonwealth, and other Gaelic and Celtic people & nations in Europe. Queen Tephi of Ireland, was the first representative "Brigantine," of the British-Covenant.
The glory of the great Union and covenant of the Jacob's tribes has turned into Jacob's troubles over time, forgotten and beaten out of us so now we are just lost sheep.

**Before the Roman church:** Ireland / Wales / Scotland Gaelic / Celtic had their own Church History - before Jacob's Troubles. The Red Gaelic and White Celtic History roots were over 600 years even before the Roman church system came into being. The Gaelic / Celtic peoples had their Gaelic / Celtic church and stone - till the Roman system / churches, took over, beat up nations and rewrote our true history and church.

**Original Gaelic and Celtic British - Union Jack:** First brought to the British Isles, to Ireland, this union represented the marriage between the Gaelic Lions and the Celtic White horse tribes.

**Original Emblem of the British Marriage:** between the (Red) Gaelic Judah Lion Tribes and the White Unicorn Celt horse - Saxon Israel Tribes - and with the true Golden Judah Lion over the top. David's harp and the three lion crowns of Ireland, Wales and Scotland.
An example of the Roman Eagle of the Holy Roman Empire Church - standing over, in control of the 3 crown BAR. Like past & present - New World Order (United) Agenda.

**The Roman Eagle:** From the time of the Constantine Roman church, the Catholic Church, and then Roman Cult church - the double headed eagle agenda started in the 8th Century. By the 15th Century the double headed Roman Eagle had been created along with plans to take control over the European nations with the New World Order and it's United Nations.

![Roman Eagle](image)

**The Roman Double-Headed Eagle:** This means many things, note the 3 temple crowns on the top, managed by the Jesuit order who created their 'controlled opposition' agencies for each side in each nation. The Roman Eagle took our Sword or Scepter, the ancient Gaelic Celtic Rider & Horse who's here to slay the Evil Red Dragon's and its 3 Temples of Babylon.
The Gaelic and Celtic tribes have forgotten their history: They have lost their Lion and Unicorn emblem to the Rothschild Dynasty bankers and to the Roman Cult. Control over the 3 Crowns of Roman / Babylon BAR - (L/R); Talmud Law, Canon Law and Admiral Law. The Inner crest: Roman strong arm and eagle: control over the True Lion Crown.

Catholic Roman Church & The Keys of the Holy See: The 3 Crown BAR Temple of Roman / Babylon Church Empire, controlled by the Jesuit (Gesu) Order IHS / Lucifer / Sun.

3 Crowns of the Babylon Roman Cult - IHS Jesuit Agenda. NWO Lucifer Agenda.
The pyramid is composed of 13 rows of building blocks, on the first of which are the Roman numerals representing 1776. The Latin inscription "Novus Ordo Seclorum" translates to "A New Order of the Ages." The Jesuit military control the financial system.

At the top of the pyramid is an eye, with rays that emanate in all directions. Above the eye, the Latin motto "Annuit Coeptis" translates to "Providence [Jesuits] Has Favored Our Undertakings," - "alludes to the many signal interpositions of providence [Jesuits] in favor of the American cause."

Great American Seal 1789 - The Eagle 3 Temple Crowns of Roman; Admiralty / Shield laws, Canon / Eagle laws and Talmud 13 Star Laws, on top of the blazing Roman (Jesuit) sun. The eagle flies freely, independent of any support, holding in its left talon 13 arrows, signifying war - and in its right talon an olive branch, signifying peace.

Jesuits Georgetown University 1789 - Same 'Seal'- developed '13 years after their 1776' Illuminati / Jesuit formation of America. The (Roman) 'Seal' from the Jesuits, representing their Roman black nobility families masters - Roman Cult Church, not Catholic. The Roman 3 Temple Bar Crown over America.

The Jesuit's formed a new form of government. "the beginning of the new American Era."
U. S. Capitol and Congress Roman Pagan Temple and Symbolism

The Persephone statue stands atop the United States Capitol Building in Washington, DC. The act of standing upon property is an aggressive legal demonstration. Your lawyer will tell you that standing upon a thing is an ultimate proof of ownership in adverse possession.

Persephone, with the ancient pagan heritage she embodies, quite literally... owns the entire facility she crowns. The United States Congress belongs to her. But how did Persephone (officials gave her the name Freedom) achieve her place of honor over Washington? Who put her there? When and under what circumstances? What is the theological history of this “only authorized Symbol of American heritage”? What is her future?

Persephone was the Graeco-Roman goddess of the psyche or soul. She was abducted by Saturn’s son Hades, who enthroned her as queen-consort of his dominion, the underworld. Significantly, Persephone was distinguished by fifth-century Athenian scholastics for her... immaculate conception.

In 1854, Pope Pius IX issued an encyclical defining 'Immaculate Conception', an unbiblical scenario which holds that the Virgin Mary, like her son (and like Persephone), was “preserved free from all stain of original sin in the first instant of her conception.”

Within days, federal legislators in Washington became obsessed with expanding the Capitol dome. According to one official publication, “Never before or since has an addition to the Capitol been so eagerly embraced by Congress.” Legislation was hastily passed which incorporated the new papal doctrine into the new dome’s cupola. A week later, the “immaculately-conceived” goddess Persephone was ordained to surmount the legislative center of the United States.

Persephone was sculpted in Rome and installed atop the Capitol on the 47th anniversary of the death of America’s first Roman Catholic Bishop, John Carroll. The Capitol, incidentally, is erected on property owned by Bishop Carroll’s family. Back in 1663, in the Maryland records, the exact site was recorded under the title “Rome,” its owner a man named “Francis Pope.” The modest Goose Creek which flowed from the Potomac to the base of what would become Capitol Hill was renamed, to the mighty Tiber Creek, after Rome’s Tiber River. http://historicdc.com/2012/08/08/capitoline-hill/

Roman Catholicism is a universal secular government domiciled at the Vatican City State in Rome. Its sovereign, the Pope, is an absolute ruler who is deemed infallible. In the political context, the Roman Catholic Church has been determined by the United States District courts to be a foreign State (U.S. Court of Appeals - Third Circuit, Case No. 85-1309).

The Roman Catholic Church State, if it may be so called, requires universal obedience to the decrees of its omnipotent pope and his various councils. Vatican Council II’s Constitutions on the Church (1964) require secular officials, “whoever they are, to expend all their energy for the growth of the Church and its continuous sanctification.”
Are the American people being ruled by a foreign sovereign for whom the United States is a useful tool in his management of world order? The world at large is totally ignorant of the occult Roman/Masonic symbolism which lies behind Washington, D.C.

At the time of signing the Declaration, it was against the law for a Catholic to hold public office or to vote although Maryland was founded by and for Catholics in 1634, in 1649 and, later in 1689 - after the glorious Revolution placed severe restrictions on Catholics in England, the laws were changed in Maryland, and Catholicism was repressed

Catholics could no longer hold office, exercise the franchise, educate their children in their faith, or worship in public. With the Declaration of Independence, all this bias and restriction ended. Charles Carroll first became known in colonial politics through his defense of freedom of conscience and his belief that the power to govern derived from the consent of the governed. He was a staunch supporter of Washington.

John Carroll was an intimate of Washington. (Jesuit John Carroll founded Georgetown University in 1789.) He wrote a prayer at the time of Washington's inauguration asking God's blessing on the president, Congress, and government of the United States - a prayer still very much in use today. Out of gratitude for John Carroll's support during the war, Washington gave a modified version of the seal of the United States to the institution that is now Georgetown University, and that seal is still in use.

"In 1790, President George Washington, a Catholic, not a Protestant appointed Congressman (Daniel) Carroll to head a commission of three men to select land for the 'federal city' called for in the Constitution. Of all places, the commission chose 'Rome,' which at the time consisted of four farms, one of which belonged to...Daniel Carroll. It was upon Carroll's farm that the new government chose to erect its most important building, the Capitol."

See also: The Catholic Part in the American Revolution

The Society of Jesus, or the Jesuits, with their Sun Worship logo, operate in the highest echelons of the Jesuit Illuminati, or rather their leaders do. It is the Jesuit leadership that controls the Knights of Malta, Knights Templar, Knights of Columbus in the USA, and works closely with another secret order of the Roman Church, Opus Dei, which was created by the Jesuits. The alleged rivalry between the two is a diversion. (created so they could control two sides of an issue)

The same Jesuit structure was employed by the Jesuit-educated, Adam Weishaupt, when the Bavarian Illuminati was officially launched on May 1st, 1776 and by many other secret groupings.

The Bavarian Illuminati is a strand in the bigger web, which also calls itself the Illuminati (Jesuit, Illuminati factions of the same organization). Weishaupt taught Roman Catholic Canon Law at the Jesuit University of Ingolsadt in Bavaria, Germany, which is the birthplace of many front men, including Henry Kissinger.
Together with countries like Britain, France, Italy and the United States are Major Illuminati and Jesuit centers to this day (there are 28 Jesuit Universities in USA). The themes of the Jesuit Oath were adopted by Weishaupt, as he and his conspirators set about causing mayhem in Europe, and elsewhere, to establish Illuminati (Jesuit, Illuminati two of the same animal) political control.

This was achieved by planting agents in all areas of society, who then engineered the conflict that brought about the required change. The French Revolution and American Revolution were both covert operations disguised as giving freedom to the people, and behind all these activities was the Jesuit Leadership (Georgetown University 1789) and its associates, the Rothschilds.

Mayer Amschel Rothschild was the real leader of the Bavarian Illuminati, and the Rothschilds and the Jesuits have long been connected (all roads lead to Rome). Rothschild, Weishaupt and the Jesuit leadership were dedicated to dividing and ruling the masses through conflict and war, like presently; by manipulating politics, finance and religion, (Ecumenicism) and getting people to fight each other while they were controlling and arming all sides (controlling both Democrat and Republican parties). Weishaupt, or 'Brother Spartacus' with the Illuminati, infiltrated the Freemasons, especially Grand Orient Freemasonry. He once said:

"The great strength of our Order lies in its concealment; let it never appear in any place in its own name, but always covered by another name, and another occupation. None is fitter than the three lower degrees of Freemasonry; the public is accustomed to it, expects little from it, and therefore takes little notice of it."

"My son, heretofore you have been taught to act the dissembler: among Catholics to be a Roman Catholic, and to be a Roman Catholic, an to be a spy even among you own brethren; to believe no man, to trust no man...and obtaining their confidence, to seek even to preach from their pulpits and to denounce with all vehemence (vē-ə-mən(t)əz) in your nature our Holy Religion and the Pope; and even to descend so low as to become a Jew among Jews, that you might be enabled to gather together all information for the benefit of your Order."

"You have been taught to plant insidiously the seeds of jealousy and hatred between communities, provinces, states that were at peace, and to incite them to deeds of blood, involving them in war with each other, and to create revolutions and civil wars in countries that were independent and prosperous."

See also: Introducing the Jesuit foot soldiers of the NWO

The primary mission of the Illuminati under Weishaupt was to establish a New World Order through the use of science, technology and business, while abolishing all monarchical governments & the Vatican for their support in the destruction of the Jesuits.
Timelines of Christian, Catholic, Roman Cult., Churches & NWO Jesuit Controllers

326AD - First Holy Roman Empire    Constantine - actually a Celtic prince?
325-326 AD - The Imperial Church

----------------- Catholic Church

742 AD - The Catholic Church     Pepin - Celtic King?
748 AD - The Holy See

----------------- Roman Cult History

1057 AD - The Roman Cult      Anti Christ - Roman/Venetian Cult Kings
1136 AD - The Papal Bull (Ba'al)
1217AD - The Venetian Satanic Cult
1250 AD - The Holy See
1260 BC - Gold “salvaged souls” by the banks and courts
1302 AD - 3 Temple Crown of Tiara Dagon/Moloch (Babylon Crown)
1483 AD - SS Knights of Sedes Sacrorum
1520 AD - The Sabbatian: 'Zionist' Plan
1540 AD - The Jesuits
1776 - Illuminati
1933 - Nazi Party - Nazi SS

----------------- New World Order Agenda

1942 - Jesuit Civil (Internal) War (1942 - 1972)
1943 AD - The New World (Jesuit) Order
2013 AD - The Roman Cult ceased to exist through the extraordinary act of Pope Benedict XVI on February 28th 2013, in the fulfillment of the prophecies of Revelation, the prophecies of St Malachy (Moloch), the prophecies of Fatima, the prophecy of Kew.
2013 AD The Imperial Church - While technically extinct for nearly 800 years, the Christian Church was restored in the election of Pope Francis on March 13th 2013, a leader consistent with the original doctrines-requirements from the time of Constantine.
2013 AD - The Catholic Church - While the Catholic Church ceased to have a legitimate leader for nearly 600 years, the Vicar of Christ was properly returned and the Church restored on March 13th 2013 with the election of Pope Francis.
2013 AD - The Holy See - The Catholic Church as the reconstituted Catholic Church (Universal Ecclesia) from March 14th 2013, uses two legal personalities with which to conduct its international affairs: the first is as an International State known as the Vatican City State, to which the Pope is the Head of Government. The second is as the supreme personality of the authentic apostolic church of One Christ of all Christians and Catholics.
2013 AD - Pope Francis on July 11th 2013 issued Motu Propria - Take control over the 3 Bar crown temples and all corporations (meaning all fiction (corporate) citizens too).

Selected Background History and Bio on Pope Francis
Bergoglio, Pope Francis has a history as a studied Theologian and representing the poor among society and standing up against corrupt governments, their Fascist leader (Kirchner) family and destructive capitalism. He has (and also being a Jesuit) has gone up against the Roman Vatican, Holy See and the Roman 'Curia'. He was removed as rector by the Jesuit superior-general, Hans Kolvenbach, because Bergoglio's policy of educating the young Jesuits in direct pastoral work and in popular religiosity.

Because of continued tensions with leaders and scholars connected with the Centro de Investigaciones y Accion Social (CIAS), a sense of Bergoglio's "dissent", and his work as auxiliary bishop of Buenos Aires, he was asked in 1992 by Jesuit authorities not to reside in Jesuit houses. From then on, he didn't visit Jesuit houses until after his election as Pope.

Selected material on Pope Francis to show what he's made of, and done to become the Pope.

**Who is Pope Francis?**

Pope Francis was born Jorge Mario Bergoglio, in Buenos Aires, Argentina, on 17th December 1936. His father Mario José Bergoglio family left Italy in 1929 for Argentina, to escape the fascist regime of Benito Mussolini.

This Pope is the 266th and current Pope of the (Roman) Catholic church, a title he holds 'ex officio' as Bishop of Rome, and 'Sovereign' of the Vatican City.

[He likes to think of himself as a Bishop not a Pope & Sovereign of the Vatican City]

1969 - ordained a Catholic priest
1973 - 1979 was Argentina's Provincial Superior of the Society of Jesus.
1998 - Became the Archbishop of Buenos Aires
2001 - He was created a Cardinal, by Pope Paul II.
2005 - He was running in the Papal Conclave election against Benedict XVI
2013 - He was elected as the new Pope of the Roman Catholic Church.

**As Jesuit**

In 1980 he was named the rector of the Philosophical and Theological Faculty of San Miguel in San Miguel.

But then he was removed as rector by the Jesuit superior-general, Hans Kolvenbach, because Bergoglio's policy of educating the young Jesuits in direct pastoral work and in popular religiosity was opposed to the world-wide trend in the Society of Jesus of emphasizing social justice based on sociological analysis, especially promoted by the Centro de Investigaciones y Accion Social (CIAS).

Because of continued tensions with leaders and scholars connected with the Centro de Investigaciones y Accion Social (CIAS), a sense of Bergoglio's "dissent", and his work as auxiliary bishop of Buenos Aires, he was asked in 1992 by Jesuit authorities not to reside in
Throughout his public life, Pope Francis has been noted for his humility, his concern for the poor, and his commitment to interfaith dialogue. He is known for having a humble approach to the papacy, less formal than his predecessors, for instance choosing:

- Once elected Pope Francis chose to reside in the Domus Sanctae Marthae guesthouse rather than the papal apartments of the Apostolic Palace used by his predecessors.
- In addition, due to both his Jesuit and Ignatian aesthetic, he is known for favoring simpler vestments void of ornamentation, including refusing the traditional papal mozzetta cape upon his election,
- choosing silver instead of gold for his piscatory ring,
- and keeping the same pectoral cross he had when he was cardinal.
- Although he considers poverty a huge problem, he does not support unbridled Capitalism, Marxism, or Marxist versions of liberation theology.
- Francis made the battle against Global Warning, Consumerism and Irresponsible Development a focus of his papacy with the publication of Laudato si'.

The media considers him a progressive papal reformer, with a less-doctrinal tone of papacy. Francis maintains the traditional views of the church over homosexual actions, abortion, ordination of women, and priestly celibacy. In international diplomacy, he helped to restore full diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Cuba.

As Bishop

One of Bergoglio's major initiatives as archbishop was to increase the Church's presence in the slums of Buenos Aires. Under his leadership, the number of priests assigned to work in the slums doubled. This work led to him being called the "Slum Bishop".

Early in his time as Archbishop of Buenos Aires, Bergoglio sold off the archdiocese's shares in multiple banks and turned its accounts into those of a normal customer in international banks. The shares in banks had led the local church to a high leniency towards high spending, and the archdiocese was nearing bankruptcy as a result. As a normal customer of the bank, the church was forced into a higher fiscal discipline.

On 6 November 1998, while remaining Archbishop of Buenos Aires, he was named ordinary for those Eastern Catholics in Argentina who lacked a prelate of their own rite. Archbishop Shevchuk has said that Bergoglio understands the liturgy, rites, and spirituality of his Greek Catholic Church and always "took care of our Church in Argentina" as ordinary for Eastern Catholics during his time as Archbishop of Buenos Aires.

In 2000, Bergoglio was the only church official to reconcile with Jeronimo Podesta, a former
bishop who had been suspended as a priest after opposing the Argentina Revolution military dictatorship in 1972. He defended Podestá's wife from Vatican attacks on their marriage. That same year, Bergoglio said the Argentine Catholic Church needed "to put on garments of public penance for the sins committed during the years of the dictatorship" in the 1970s, during the Dirty War.

Bergoglio celebrated the annual Mass at the Buenos Aires Metropolitan on the First National Government holiday, 25 May. In 2000, Bergoglio criticized the perceived apathy of society. Argentina faced an economic depression at the time, and the Church criticized the fiscal austerity of the government, which increased poverty.

**As Cardinal**

Cardinal Jorge Bergoglio in 2008 became known for personal humility, doctrinal conservatism, and a commitment to social justice. A simple lifestyle contributed to his reputation for humility. He lived in a small apartment, rather than in the elegant bishop's residence in the suburb of Olivos. He took public transportation and cooked his own meals. He limited his time in Rome to "lightning visits".

He participated as a Cardinal elector in the 2005 papal conclave that elected Pope Benedict XVI. It was reported that Bergoglio had been the runner-up and main challenger to Cardinal Ratzinger at that conclave and that he had received 40 votes in the third ballot, but fell back to 26 at the fourth and decisive ballot. Bergoglio was in close contention with Ratzinger during the election, until he made an emotional plea that the cardinals should not vote for him.

**Bergoglio Vs Kirchners**

He led the Argentine Church during the December 2001 riots in Argentina, and the administrations of Nestor Kirchner and Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner considered him a political rival.

President Nestor Kirchner [fascist - Bush type counterpart] attended and heard Bergoglio request more political dialogue, reject intolerance, and criticize exhibitionism and strident announcements. Kirchner celebrated the national day elsewhere the following year and the Mass in the Cathedral was suspended.

Kirchner intended to use that project to start similar amendments at other provinces, and eventually to the national constitution. Kirchner considered Bergoglio as a political rival to the day he died in October 2010. Bergoglio's relations with Kirchner's widow and successor, Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, have been similarly tense. In 2008, Bergoglio called for national reconciliation during disturbances in the country's agricultural regions, which the government interpreted as a support for anti-government demonstrators.

However, as the Pope was a huge positive image in his country, Cristina Kirchner made a Copernican shift in her relation with him and fully embraced the Francis phenomenon.

**Eastern Orthodoxy**
Bergoglio is recognized for his efforts "to further close the nearly 1,000-year estrangement with the Orthodox Churches". Antoni Sevruk, rector of the Russian Orthodox Church of Saint Catherine the Great Martyr in Rome, said that Bergoglio "often visited Orthodox services in the Russian Orthodox Annunciation Cathedral in Buenos Aires" and is known as an advocate on behalf of the Orthodox Church in dealing with Argentina's government.

Bergoglio's positive relationship with the Eastern Orthodox churches is reflected in the fact that Patria Bartholomew I of Constantinople attended his installation. This is the first time since the Great Schism of 1054 that the Orthodox Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople, a position considered first among equals in the Eastern Orthodox Church, has attended a papal installation.

Orthodox leaders state that Bartholomew's decision to attend the ceremony shows that the relationship between the Orthodox and Catholic Churches is a priority of his, but they also note that Francis's "well-documented work for social justice and his insistence that globalization is detrimental to the poor" may have created a "renewed opportunity" for the two Church communities to "work collectively on issues of mutual concern".

**Interfaith dialogue**

In "On Heaven and Earth," Bergoglio said:

"Dialogue is born from an attitude of respect for the other person, from a conviction that the other person has something good to say. It assumes that there is room in the heart for the person's point of view, opinion, and proposal. Dialogue entails a cordial reception, not a prior condemnation. In order to dialogue it is necessary to know how to lower the defences, open the doors of the house, and offer human warmth."

Religious leaders in Buenos Aires have mentioned that Bergoglio promoted interfaith ceremonies at the Buenos Aires Metropolitan Cathedral. For example, in November 2012 he brought leaders of the Jewish, Muslim, Evangelical, and Orthodox Christian faiths together to pray for a peaceful solution to the Middle East conflicts. Rabbi Alejandro Avrui praised Bergoglio's interest in interfaith dialogue and his commitment to mend religious divisions.

Shortly after his election, the pope called for more inter-religious dialogue as a way of "building bridges" and establishing "true links of friendship between all people". He added that it was crucial "to intensify outreach to nonbelievers, so that the differences which divide and hurt us may never prevail".

He said that his title of "pontiff" means "builder of bridges", and that it was his wish that "the dialogue between us should help to build bridges connecting all people, in such a way that everyone can see in the other not an enemy, not a rival, but a brother or sister to be welcomed and embraced."
Nonbelievers

"[W]e also sense our closeness to all those men and women who, although not identifying themselves as followers of any religious tradition, are nonetheless searching for truth, goodness and beauty, the truth, goodness and beauty of God. They are our valued allies in the commitment to defending human dignity, in building a peaceful coexistence between peoples and in safeguarding and caring for creation."

Some atheists expressed hope that Francis would prove to be progressive on issues like poverty and social inequality, while others were more skeptical that he would be "interested in a partnership of equals". In May 2013, Francis said that all who do good can be redeemed through Jesus, including atheists. Francis stated that God "has redeemed all of us, all of us, with the Blood of Christ: all of us, not just Catholics. Everyone!... Even the atheists, Everyone!"

However, a spokesman for the Vatican, Father Thomas Rosica, issued an "explanatory note" that non-Catholics who "know" the Roman Catholic Church but do not convert "cannot be saved", and only those who "sincerely seek God... can attain eternal salvation".

"You ask me if the God of the Christians forgives those who don't believe and who don't seek the faith. I start by saying - and this is the fundamental thing - that God's mercy has no limits if you go to him with a sincere and contrite heart. The issue for those who do not believe in God is to obey their conscience. Sin, even for those who have no faith, exists when people disobey their conscience."

Papacy

Motto - MISERANDO ATQUE ELIGENDO("BY GIVING MERCY AND BY CHOOSING")

Francis is the first Jesuit pope. This was an unexpected appointment, because of the tense relations between the Society of Jesus and the Holy See.

He is also the first from the Americas, and the first from the Southern Hemisphere. Many media reported him as being the first non-European pope, but he is actually the 11th. The previous one was Gregory III in 741, 1,272 years earlier. However, although he does not have a European nationality, he has a European ethnicity.

As pope, his manner is less formal than that of his predecessors: a style that news coverage has referred to as "no frills," noting that it is "his common touch and accessibility that is proving the greatest inspiration." For example, he chose to reside in the Domus Sanctae Marthae guesthouse rather than the papal apartments of the Apostolic Palace used by his predecessors. On the night of his election, he took the bus back to his hotel with the cardinals, rather than be driven in the papal car.

The Friday after his election, the Pope said of Saint Francis of Assisi: "The man who gives us this spirit of peace, the poor man", and he added "[h]ow I would like a poor Church, and for the poor".
In addition to his native Spanish, Francis is also conversant in Latin (the official language of the Holy See), speaks fluent Italian (the official language of Vatican City and the "everyday language" of the Holy See), and he understands the Piedmontese language and some Genoese, German, French, Portuguese, English, and Ukrainian.

Francis chose not to live in the official papal residence in the Apostolic Palace, but to remain in the Vatican guest house, in a suite in which he can receive visitors and hold meetings. He is the first pope since Pope Pius X to live outside the papal apartments.

**Election**

Bergoglio was elected pope on 13 March 2013, the second day of the 2013 papal conclave, taking the papal name Francis. Francis was elected on the fifth ballot of the conclave.

Instead of accepting his cardinals' congratulations while seated on the Papal throne, Francis received them standing, reportedly an immediate sign of a changing approach to formalities at the Vatican. During his first appearance as pontiff on the balcony of Saint Peter's Basilica, he wore a white cassock, not the red, ermine-trimmed mozzetta used by the previous Popes. He also wore the same iron pectoral cross that he had worn as Cardinal Archbishop of Buenos Aires, rather than the gold one worn by his predecessors.

Pope Francis held his Papal inauguration on 19 March 2013 in St. Peter's Square in the Vatican. He celebrated Mass in the presence of various political and religious leaders from around the world. In his homily Pope Francis focused on the Solemnity of Saint Joseph, the liturgical day on which the Mass was celebrated.

**Name**

Bergoglio had previously expressed his admiration for St. Francis, explaining that "*He brought to Christianity an idea of poverty against the luxury, pride, vanity of the civil and ecclesiastical powers of the time. He changed history.*"

**Curia**

On 16 March 2013, Pope Francis asked all those in senior positions of the Roman Curia to provisionally continue in office.

Francis abolished the bonuses paid to Vatican employees upon the election of a new Pope, amounting to approximately several million Euros, opting instead to donate the money to charity. He also abolished the €25,000 annual bonus paid to the cardinals serving on the Board of Supervisors for the Vatican bank.

On 13 April 2013, he named a group of eight Cardinals to advise him and to study a plan for revising the Apostolic Constitution on the Roman Curia, Pastor Bonus, including several known as critics of Vatican operations and only one member of the Curia.
Early issues

On 31 March 2013 Francis used his first Easter homily to make a plea for peace throughout the world, specifically mentioning the Middle East, Africa, and North and South Korea. He also spoke out against those who give in to "easy gain" in a world filled with greed, and made a plea for humanity to become a better guardian of creation by protecting the environment. He said that "[w]e ask the risen Jesus, who turns death into life, to change hatred into love, vengeance into forgiveness, war into peace."

Institute for the Works of Religion

In the first months of Francis's papacy, the Institute for the Works of Religion, informally known as the Vatican Bank, said that it would become more transparent in its financial dealings. There had long been allegations of corruption and money laundering connected with the bank. Francis appointed a commission to advise him about reform of the Bank, and the finance consulting firm Promontory Financial Group was assigned to carry out a comprehensive investigation of all customer contacts of the bank on these facts.

Because of this affair the Promoter of Justice at the Vatican Tribunal applied a letter rogatory for the first time in the history of the Republic of Italy at the beginning of August 2013. In January 2014 Francis replaced four of the five cardinal overseers of the Vatican Bank, who had been confirmed in their positions in the final days of Benedict XVI's papacy. Lay experts and clerics were looking into how the bank was run. Ernst von Freyberg was put in charge. Moneyval feels more reform is needed, and Francis may be willing to close the bank if the reforms prove too difficult.

Papal documents

On 24 November 2013, he published his apostolic exhortation Evangelii gaudium, with his views on Faith and evangelization. He published his second one, entitled Laudato si’, on 18 June 2015.

In April 2015, he issued a papal bull of indiction, "Misericordiae Vultus" (Latin: "The Face of Mercy"), to inaugurate a Special Jubilee Year of Mercy, to run from 8 December 2015, Solemnity of the Immaculate Conception of the Blessed Virgin Mary, to the last Sunday before Advent and the Solemnity of the Feast of Christ the King of the Universe on 20 November 2016. During that time, the Holy Doors of the major basilicas of Rome (including the Great Door of St. Peter's) will be opened, and special "Doors of Mercy" will be opened at cathedrals and other major churches around the world, where the faithful can earn indulgences by fulfilling the usual conditions of prayer for the Pope's intentions, confession, and detachment from sin, and communion.

During Lent of that year, special 24-hour penance services will be celebrated, and during the year, special qualified and experienced priests called "Missionaries of Mercy" will be available in every diocese to forgive even severe, special-case sins normally reserved to the Holy See's Apostolic Penitentiary.
He established two new Secretariats (top-level departments) in the Roman Curia: the Secretariat for the Economy, and the Secretariat for Communications.

Pope Francis has also suspended making appointments to the Papal Orders of Knighthood, which does not affect the Order of Malta.

**Consistories**

At the first consistory of his papacy, held on 22 February 2014, Francis created 19 new cardinals. At the time of their elevation to that rank, 16 of these new cardinals were under eighty years of age and thus eligible to vote in a papal conclave. The new appointees included prelates from South America, Africa, and Asia, including appointees in some of the world's poorest countries, such as from Haiti and from Burkina Faso.

The second consistory was celebrated on 14 February 2015, which Benedict XVI also attended. The pope elevated 20 new cardinals, with 15 under the age of eighty and five others over the age of eighty. The pope continued his practice of appointing cardinals from the peripheries, such as from Myanmar and from Tonga.

**Teachings**

Francis during the canonization of John XXIII and John Paul II on 27 April 2014 Francis told La Civilta Cattolica that the church does not need to speak constantly of the issues of abortion, artificial contraception, and homosexuality. He thought that other issues, notably the duty to help those who are poor and marginalized, have been neglected. He added that the church had focused in trivial issues, and as such should not be so prone to condemn, and that priests should be more welcoming. He said the confessional should be used to motivate people to better themselves.

**Mercy**

"Through the eyes of mercy and chose him, he said to him: 'Follow me'."

As cardinal he thought Christian morality is not a titanic effort of the will, but a response to the mercy of God. It is not a matter of never falling down but of always getting up again. In this sense, he says Christian morality is a revolution.

On 13 March 2015 Francis announced as pope that in 2016 the universal church would celebrate a Jubilee Year dedicated to the theme of God's mercy. The Vatican announced the pope would perform several acts to demonstrate the theme of God's mercy.

The Jubilee Year shall open on 8 December 2015 and close on 20 November 2016.
Environment

On 18 June 2015, Pope Francis issued a papal encyclical called *Laudato si’* on climate change, care for the environment, and sustainable development. The encyclical, although dated 24 May 2015, was officially made public on 18 June 2015. The encyclical sets apart the basic human needs and appetites. Francis considers that the former are small and non-negotiable, and that the later are potentially unlimited. Although he asks for the use of renewable energy instead of conventional fuels, he thinks that it would not be enough unless society turns down the unlimited appetites of consumerism.

This project was opposed by Vatican conservatives, Catholic conservatives, & the US evangelical movement.

Poverty

In 2002, during and economic crisis, Bergoglio harshly criticized those in power, saying, "[l]et's not tolerate the sad spectacle of those who no longer know how to lie and contradict themselves to hold onto their privileges, their rapaciousness, and their ill-earned wealth".

Pope Francis urged world leaders to prevent excessive monetary ambitions, which he said had become similar to an idolatry of money, and urged them to provide more welfare aid. Dealing with the Great Recession, the pope criticized unbridled capitalism, considering that it judged human beings purely by their ability to consume goods and made people miserable. He said that social inequality is caused by economic liberalism, and preferred economic systems with a higher intervention by the state.

During a May 2014 meeting with U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, Francis called on the United Nations to encourage a better income distribution. In 2015, he declared that the poor and downtrodden of the world should have "sacred rights" of labor, lodging, and land, and denounced the austerity imposed by global financial institutions, referring to it as the "new colonialism".

Pope Francis deplores modern slavery and, together with a diverse group of leaders from other religions, he signed a declaration promising to inspire action worldwide in an effort to eliminate slavery by 2020. Both Pope Francis and the declaration described slavery as a crime against humanity. During his new year mass in 2015 Francis pressed people from all cultures and religions to combat human trafficking and modern slavery according to their responsibilities. Francis said all human beings are brothers and sisters and all have a right to be free.

Pope Francis considers that starvation and homeless people are bigger problems than the financial crises.
Pope Francis denounced the "autonomy of the marketplace" and "financial speculation" as tyranny in his 84-page apostolic exhortation Evangelii gaudier: "Just as the commandment "Thou shalt not kill" sets a clear limit in order to safeguard the value of human life, today we also have to say "thou shalt not" to an economy of exclusion and inequality. Such an economy kills. ... A new tyranny is thus born, invisible and often virtual, which unilaterally and relentlessly imposes its own laws and rules. To all this we can add widespread corruption and self-serving tax evasion, which has taken on worldwide dimensions. The thirst for power and possessions knows no limits."

Pope Francis' views were called Marist by Rush Limbaugh and other conservatives as a result of his critique of capitalism with absolute market autonomy. Pope Francis responded that "Marxist ideology is wrong. But I have met many Marxists in my life who are good people, so I don't feel offended ... there is nothing in the exhortation that cannot be found in the social doctrine of the church." He later postulated that the Communists "stole" the flag of Christianity as "the flag of the poor is Christian. Poverty is at the center of the Gospel.

**Clergy**

Francis has criticized the perceived hunger for power of some sectors of the curia, which come at the expense of a proper religious life. He thinks that gossip is a danger to the reputation of people, and that the presence of cliques within organizations is a threat to both the individual and the organization.

**Capital punishment and Life Imprisonment**

Pope Francis proposed the abolition of both capital punishment and life imprisonment in a meeting with representatives of the International Association of Penal Law. He thinks that states should find another way to protect people from aggression, and includes deaths caused by police brutality & extrajudicial punishment.

**Role in International Diplomacy**

Pope Francis with U.S. President Barack Obama, 27 March 2014
Pope Francis shaking hands with Russian President Vladimir Putin, 10 June 2015

Pope Francis played a key role in the talks toward restoring full diplomatic relations between the U.S. and Cuba. The restoration was jointly announced by U.S. President Barack Obama and Cuban President Raul Castro on Wednesday, 17 December 2014. The headline in the Los Angeles Times on 19 December 2014 was "Bridge to Cuba via Vatican," with the further lead "In a rare and crucial role, Pope Francis helped keep U.S. talks with Havana on track and guided final deal."

In May 2015, Pope Francis welcomed Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas to the Vatican. It was reported by several media outlets that Francis praised Abbas as "an angel of peace", though his actual words were the following: "The angel of peace destroys the evil spirit of war. I thought about you: may you be an angel of peace." The Vatican signed a treaty recognizing the State of Palestine.
**Titles**

The official style of the Pope in English is *His Holiness Pope Francis*; in Latin, *Franciscus, Episcopus Romae*. *Holy Father* is another honorific often used for popes.

His full title, rarely used, is:

*His Holiness Francis, Bishop of Rome, Vicar of Jesus Christ, Successor of the Prince of the Apostles, Supreme Pontiff of the Universal Church, Primate of Italy, Archbishop and Metropolitan of the Roman Province, sovereign of the Vatican City State, Servant of the servants of God.*

The best-known title, that of "Pope", does not appear in the official list of titles, but is commonly used in the titles of documents, and appears, in abbreviated form, in their signatures as "PP." standing for *Papa (Pope).*
Jesuit Roman Catholic Holy See NWO Vs Old Roman Cult/not following NWO

“We come in like lambs and will rule like wolves.
We shall be expelled like dogs and return like eagles.”
Source: Francesco Borgia, Third Jesuit Superior General.

On July 11, 2013 the new Motu Propria law was put into action by Jesuit Pope Francis.....to now take over all corporations - BAR TEMPLE CROWNS - The Jesuit's control over the 'Holy See' law statues Vs old the Roman Cult - present western Illuminati elite banking, laws and courts. With his new 'Holy See' control - All the agencies of the Roman system are being brought back under THE Roman Holy See: Salvaging the Souls and Corporation - back under their Roman Catholic 'Holy See' control ....

“Motu Propria is the highest form of legal instrument on the planet in accordance to its provenance, influence and structure to the Western-Roman world, over riding anything that could be issued by the United Nations, the Inner and Middle Temple, the Crown of Great Britain or any other Monarch and indeed by any head of state or body politic.”

By 1250 AD - Roman Cult Vatican & Venetian Cult - overtime creating their World Trust system using the birth certificate to capture the value of each individual’s future productive energy. In our modern times, each state, province and country in the fiat monetary system, contributes their people’s value to this world trust identified by (modern) the SS, SIN or EIN numbers (for example) maintained in the Vatican registry. Corporations worldwide (individuals became corporate fictions through their birth certificate) are connected to the Vatican through law (Vatican to Crown to BAR to laws to judge to people) and through money (Vatican birth accounts value to IMF - to Treasury (Federal Reserve) - to banks - to people (loans) - to judges (administration) and sheriffs (confiscation)).

Judges administer the 'birth trust account' in court matters favoring the court and the banks, acting as the presumed “beneficiary” since they have not properly advised the “true beneficiary” of their own trust. Judges, attorneys, bankers, lawmakers, law enforcement and all public officials (servants) are now held personally liable for their confiscation of true beneficiary’s homes, cars, money and assets; false imprisonment, deception, harassment, and conversion of the true beneficiary’s trust funds.

2013 “The (New) Holy See (is it Catholic?) is the new underpinning to the whole global system of law, therefore anyone holding an office anywhere in the world is also subject to these limits and that immunity no longer applies.” In the case of the 'Motu Propria' issued by Pope Francis on July 11th 2013, it is an instrument of several functions and layers.

In the 1st instance, it may be legally construed to apply to the local matters of the administration of the Holy See.

In the 2nd instance, the document relates to the fact that the Holy See is the underpinning to the whole global system of law, therefore anyone holding an office anywhere in the world is also subject to these limits and that immunity no longer applies.
In the 3rd instance, we see the Holy See and the Universal Church clearly separating itself from the nihilist world of the professional elite who continue, to be proven time and time again, to be criminally insane, bark raving mad and with no desire to do anything honorable until they are torn from power by anyone, any body who cares for the law.

The age of the Roman Cult, as first formed in the 11th Century and then hijacked the Catholic Church first formed by the Carolingians in the 8th Century, then the Imperial Christian Empire or Byzantine Church by the 13th Century & the world at large by the 16th Century - This ceased to exist March 13th 2013 upon the election of Pope Francis.

The 'Motu Propria' document issued by Pope Francis is historic on multiple levels, but most significant above all others in that it recognizes the supremacy of the Golden Rule, the same teaching ascribed to Jesus Christ and the intimate connection to the Rule of Law, that all are subject to the rule of law, no one is above the law.

If you are a member of the United Nations, or recognized by the United States or the United Kingdom or have a bank account anywhere on the planet, then a Motu Propria is the highest legal instrument, no question - issued by Pope Francis on July 11th 2013


In 2008, the Illuminati bankers under the control of the Roman Cult in Zürich used their banks and gold holdings to launch a pre-emptive strike against the Jesuit controlled finance system--choosing the sub-prime crisis as the catalyst.

In spite of the lack of real gold underpinning the modern global financial system created by the Jesuits, the creativity of banking and governments had managed to avoid a major financial debt fuelled meltdown of the system several times since its creation in 1945.

However, under the New World Order power structure, the Holy See and those Illuminati of German cities - such as the Munich and Zürich are subservient to the Jesuits - as they have been for 200 years.

Using the sub-prime crisis, the Vatican controlled banks simply refused to renew fresh lines of credit underpinned by real bullion into the system in the second half of 2008 and again at the start of 2009, causing the whole financial system to effective "seize up".

Contrary to early reports, this does not appear to be a Jesuit driven action but a deliberate action on behalf of the Illuminati families and the Vatican against the Jesuits in the hope the the resulting social turmoil will set the conditions for future war.

Evidence that we are witnessing a war within the power structure of the New World Order can be seen by recent extraordinary negative and disruptive comments from the European Union and Commissions against plans by the United States to trade out of crisis.
There can be no doubt we are in the middle of the greatest power struggle since World War II. It is uncertain whether the Jesuits will prevail and the system restored to order, or whether the Vatican and Illuminati will succeed in breaking the shackles of forced subservience after 200 years.

**Historical - Reference material used for Sections:** By Frank O Collins one-evil.org

**One Evil: Historic Organizations** Jesuit knowledge - Roman/Catholic/Cult & NWO

**1943 - The New World Order** - was founded in 1943 at the first Conference between England, the United States and the Soviet Union by *leading Jesuits in Tehran*. It was reconfirmed at the end of World War II following the complete victory of the Roman Cult controlling the Roman Catholic Church. The new agenda was the re-establishment of effective Catholic control of the former Frankish Kingdom principalities, now known as Germany, France, Austria, the Netherlands and Switzerland.

The New World Order maintains no official head office, other than the existing structure of the Catholic Church.

**(1942-1972) The Jesuit (Internal) Civil War** - In 1941 aged 75, Count Wladimir Ledochowski -- Jesuit Superior General -- was at the height of his supremecy, a still fit and completely driven man. His army of Jesuit influentials had similarly reached great heights in all places held by Catholic Dictators as well as the United States. So why would a civil war between factions of the Jesuits break out at such a time?

The German-Swiss-Italian-French Jesuits during the war headed by Fr Heinrich Himmler S.J. represented the original “Illuminati” old guard who had been betrayed by their slain leader Fr Ledochowski S.J. The other camp representing the new guard, the new American/Anglo Illuminati “New World Order” headed by the American-Canadian Jesuits and allies along with English and even Australian Jesuits.

Instead, it is much more certain that Jesuit Superior General Ledochowski instructed Himmler to push for the assault on the understanding this would complete a clean sweep of Catholic National Socialism over Catholic National Communism. Similarly, it is clear that Count Ledochowski said something in reverse to Fr Stalin S.J. – that this was the plan that would ultimately destroy Germany, as Stalin’s behaviour against his own country and people was nothing other than treacherous.

**The Roman Cult was never Christian**

While both Emperors and clergy are listed after this date, both their tenure and policies were subject to the whims of the Roman Cult who from this date onward held crucial instruments of power in relation to the formation and history of Christianity.

The original Imperial documents of these proceedings were stolen from the Imperial Archives upon the conquest and destruction of Constantinople in 1096 by Roman Cult Leader Pope Urban II and taken back to Rome. The originals were reputed to still be in existence until the 14th Century. However, it is not known if these documents remain in possession at the
Vatican Secret Archives. All subsequent documents published since the 12 Century have contained deliberate inclusions and falsities by the leaders of the Roman (Catholic) Cult and therefore cannot be considered authentic.

The Roman Cult was never Christian nor ever the legitimate leadership of the Catholic Church. Instead, Rome since its utter destruction and condemnation by Constantine, from 313 CE was always considered the AntiChrist and the sworn enemy of everything sacred and associated with the principles and teachings of Christianity. However, through a relentless campaign to seize and consolidate its power, this relatively small band of necromancers eventually controlled the destiny of over one billion good, Christian and ethical Catholics, who remained tricked into believing the legitimacy of the Roman Cult until the dissolution of its power in 2013 in accord with the Prophecy of Kew sacred Covenant Pactum de Singularis Caelum.

On the Ides of March 13, 2013, Pope Francis was elected as the first Vicar of the Universal Ecclesia (Catholic Church) for more than five hundred years, in honor of the sacred instruction of the Treaty of Lucifer to end the Roman Cult. However, there remains a significant number of adherents throughout the world that have steadfastly refused to yield and remain at odds to genuine reform and ending poverty.

The New World Order - Its Apparatus is the "Holy See" - Laws of the Keys

“We come in like lambs and will rule like wolves, we shall be expelled like dogs and return like eagles.”
Source: Francesco Borgia, Third Jesuit Superior General.

Jesuit Pope Francis appoints population control extremist to Vatican post
Hans Joachim Schellnhuber said in a 2009 speech at the Copenhagen Climate Conference that global warming would devastate Earth’s population and “In a very cynical way, it’s a triumph for science because at last we have stabilized something — namely the estimates for the carrying capacity of the planet, namely below 1 billion people.”

Also see: Pope Francis Appoints Population Control Extremist to Vatican Post

Jesuit Pope "Calls on World Youth to Rise Up Against Global Capitalism" Argentinian pontiff said in address to Paraguay youth.

Also see: In Fiery Speeches, Francis Excoriates Global Capitalism

Guess who’s the VP (Jesuit trained) who will run the new BRICS Bank?

Bolivian President Morales presents Pope Francis with ‘communist crucifix’

Pope Francis to address Congress on September 24, 2015 during historical blood moon tetrad
Pope Francis To Address United Nations On September 25, 2015

The Sunday Movement:
GREATEST DECEPTION IN HISTORY WILL BRING LIBERTY IN DANGER!

Pope Francis: "God Has Instructed Me to Revise the Ten Commandments"

Real News Right Now

Jesus Is Lord

Jesus Is Saviour

2015  Pope released the Laudato Si Environmental care for our home planet. On the Care of our Common Home - Pope Francis released his document on June 18, 2015. The encyclical states that humans have made "irresponsible use" of the Earth, that climate change affects most people living in poverty, and that all must unite to protect the planet.

U.N. transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development
Historical Timeline/Background Roman, Catholic, Roman Cult & NWO Church

------------------------Creation Roman Imperial Church - Empire

326AD - The Holy Roman Empire
Other Names: New Roman Empire, Eastern Roman Empire, Byzantine Empire
Founder: Empire Constantine
Headquarters: Constantinople (Byzantine)

In 326, upon the official formation of the new Roman Imperial religion of Christianity, Emperor Constantine I ordered a new official motto and signature for the government of the Roman Empire - I·N·R·I which means ILEX·NOVUM·ROMANUM·IMPERIUM --literally "One Law (is) New Name (for) Roman Empire" - (Holy) New Roman Empire.

The official and motto was ordered to replace the previous motto of S·P·Q·R (which in Latin meant SENATUS POPULUS QUO REGNUM or "(The) Senate (of the) People Through Which (is) Rule")

325-326 AD - The Imperial Church
Other Names: Imperial religion of Christianity, Christianity

The Imperial State religion of Christianity, commonly known as "Christianity" was founded by Emperor Constantine I in 326 following the 1st Council of Nicaea (325). While technically extinct for nearly 800 years - the Christian Church was restored in the election of a leader consistent with the original doctrine and requirements from the time of Constantine in the election of Pope Francis on March 14th 2013.

First "Holy Roman Empire Church " - Constantine - Constantinople

British born Flavius Constantinus, Constantine (Custennyn/ Custennin) (272-337) was a king of the Celt tribe of Drumnonii who authorized the compilation of the writings now called the New Testament. After the death of his father in 306, Constantine became King of Britain, Gaul and Spain [need to check if true], and then, after a series of victorious battles, Emperor of the Roman Christian Empire. - he would have been well aware of his famous ancestor and Holy King Hesus (incorrectly spelt Jesus) --a man who sought to change Sarmatian (Israel) and Yahudi (Judah) Gaelic/Celtic practices by using his birthright [male bloodline] as the last true bloodline of Messiah Kings of Yahud (Judah - through the Gaelic/Celtic Tribe Bloodlines)

The First Council of Nicaea

Thus, the first ecclesiastical gathering in history was summoned and is today known as the Council of Nicaea. It was a bizarre event that provided many details of early clerical thinking and presents a clear picture of the intellectual climate prevailing at the time. It was at this gathering that Christianity was born, and the ramifications of decisions made at the time are difficult to calculate.
About four years prior to chairing the Council, Constantine had been initiated into the religious order of Sol Invictus, one of the two thriving cults that regarded the Sun as the one and only Supreme God (the other was Mithraism). Because of his Sun worship, he instructed Eusebius to convene the first of 3 sittings on the summer solstice, 21 June 325.

Up until the First Council of Nicaea, the Roman aristocracy primarily worshipped two Greek gods-Apollo and Zeus-but the great bulk of common people idolized either Julius Caesar or Mithras (the Romanised version of the Persian deity Mithra). Caesar was deified by the Roman Senate after his death (15 March 44 BC) and subsequently venerated as "the Divine Julius". The word "Saviour" was affixed to his name, its literal meaning being "one who sows the seed", i.e., he was a phallic god. Julius Caesar was hailed as "God made manifest and universal Saviour of human life", and his successor Augustus was called the "ancestral God and Saviour of the whole human race". Emperor Nero (54-68), whose original name was Lucius Domitius Ahenobarbus (37-68), was immortalized on his coins as the "Saviour of mankind". The Divine Julius as Roman Saviour and "Father of the Empire" was considered "God" among the Roman rabble for more than 300 years. He was the deity in some Western presbyters' texts, but was not recognized in Eastern or Oriental writings.

Constantine's intention at Nicaea was to create an entirely new god for his empire who would unite all religious factions under one deity. Presbyters were asked to debate and decide who their new god would be. Delegates argued among themselves, expressing personal motives for inclusion of particular writings that promoted the finer traits of their own special deity. Throughout the meeting, howling factions were immersed in heated debates, and the names of 53 gods were tabled for discussion. "As yet, no God had been selected by the council, and so they balloted in order to determine that matter... For one year and five months the balloting lasted..." (God's Book of Eskra, Prof. S. L. MacGuire's translation, Salisbury, 1922, chapter xlviii, paragraphs 36, 41).

At the end of that time, Constantine returned to the gathering to discover that the presbyters had not agreed on a new deity but had balloted down to a shortlist of five prospects: Caesar, Krishna, Mithra, Horus and Zeus (Historia Ecclesiastica, Eusebius, c. 325). Constantine was the ruling spirit at Nicaea and he ultimately decided upon a new god for them. To involve British factions, he ruled that the name of the great Druid god, Hesus, be joined with the Eastern Saviour-god, Krishna (Krishna is Sanskrit for Christ), and thus Hesus Krishna would be the official name of the new Roman god. A vote was taken and it was with a majority show of hands (161 votes to 157) that both divinities became one God.

Following longstanding heathen custom, Constantine used the official gathering and the Roman apotheosis decree to legally deify two deities as one, and did so by democratic consent. A new god was proclaimed and "officially" ratified by Constantine (Acta Concilii Nicaeni, 1618). That purely political act of deification effectively and legally placed Hesus and Krishna among the Roman gods as one individual composite. That abstraction lent Earthly existence to amalgamated doctrines for the Empire's new religion; and because there was no letter "J" in alphabets until around the ninth century, the name subsequently evolved into "Jesus Christ".
Eusebius amalgamated the "legendary tales of all the religious doctrines of the world together as one", using the standard god-myths from the presbyters' manuscripts as his exemplars. Merging the supernatural "god" stories of Mithra and Krishna with British Culdean beliefs effectively joined the orations of Eastern and Western presbyters together "to form a new universal belief". Constantine believed that the amalgamated collection of myths would unite variant and opposing religious factions under one representative story.

With his instructions fulfilled, Constantine then decreed that the New Testimonies would thereafter be called the "word of the Roman Saviour God" (Life of Constantine, vol. iii, p. 29) and official to all presbyters sermonizing in the Roman Empire. He then ordered earlier presbyterial manuscripts and the records of the council "burnt" and declared that "any man found concealing writings should be stricken off from his shoulders" (beheaded). As the record shows, presbyterial writings previous to the Council of Nicaea no longer exist, except for some fragments that have survived.

Constantine died in 337 and his outgrowth of many now-called pagan beliefs into a new religious system brought many converts. Later Church writers made him "the great champion of Christianity" which he gave "legal status as the religion of the Roman Empire".

The Church hierarchy knows the truth about the origin of its Epistles, for Cardinal Bembo (d. 1547), secretary to Pope Leo X (d. 1521), advised his associate, Cardinal Sadoleto, to disregard them, saying "put away these trifles, for such absurdities do not become a man of dignity; they were introduced on the scene later by a sly voice from heaven".

The Church admits that the Epistles of Paul are forgeries, saying, "Even the genuine Epistles were greatly interpolated to lend weight to the personal views of their authors" (Catholic Encyclopedia, Farley ed., vol. vii, p. 645). Likewise, St Jerome (d. 420) declared that the Acts of the Apostles, the fifth book of the New Testament, was also "falsely written" ("The Letters of Jerome", Library of the Fathers, Oxford Movement, 1833-45, vol. v, p. 445).

Pope Paul III expressed similar sentiments, saying that there was no valid document to demonstrate the existence of Christ. He confessed that Jesus never existed, adding that he was no other than the sun, adored in its Mithraic sect…”

End of the Holy New Roman Christian Empire

The official end of the Holy Roman (Imperial Christian) Empire is most accurately dated to 1096 and the fall of Constantinople at the hands of the massive militia army of AntiPope Urban ll masquerading as "Peter the Hermit". While the priests managed to escape to the courts of the Jewish Sarmatian Kings of Rus (Russia), the Imperial Archives were destroyed with many books seized and later completely altered.
Creation of the Catholic Church - Holy See

742 AD - The Catholic Church

Other Names: Universal Ecclessia, Holy Catholic Church
Founders: Pepin the short, Carloman, Winfred (Pippens)
Headquarters: St. Denis Bascilica, Paris

The Catholic Church was founded in 742 by the brothers Pepin the Short, Carloman and Winfred -- sons of Charles Martel -- at the 1st Ecumenical Council at St. Denis in Paris. While the Catholic Church ceased to have a legitimate leader for nearly 600 years, the Vicar of Christ was properly returned to retire the Church on March 14th 2013 with the election of Pope Francis.

In 751 CE, the Franks invaded Italy to capture Rome as the Lombards finally took control over the fragmented Byzantine Exarch of Ravenna and abolished it. Carloman as Zacharias then took it upon himself to title himself to declare Rome an independent state, nominating himself Roman Pontiff and Vicarius Christus (Vicar of Christ).

The formation of the Catholic Church by the deeply religious Pippin Knights traditional defenders of the Merovingian "Sangreal" Kings (Male Bloodline) -- was firstly in direct response to the excommunication of the family by Imperial Christian Emperor Leo III in 730 upon the refusal of Charles Martel to abandon the Merovingians and become Leo's Chief Military officer to defend the Holy Roman Christian Empire.

By 745, the rebellion was put down and Carloman and Pepin focused their attention on the plan to strengthen the claim of the Catholic Church superior to Constantinople and therefore finally release themselves from the bond of excommunication. By no later than 746, work must have been well underway on completing the drafting of the Donation of Constantine at St. Denis Abbey as well as the earliest draft of the Vulgate -- based on the Latin writings of St. Jerome.

With the mythical story of St. Peter somehow being the first Vicar of Rome underway, the forged Donation of Constantine claiming Constantine gave his spiritual authority as "founder of Christianity" to a Vicar located in Old Rome, all that was left was to invade Italy, capture Rome & establish the office of Vicarius Christi (Vicar of Christ).

To strengthen the claim of the Pippins and their fledgling Catholic Church, the master forgers of the Abbey of St. Denis were commissioned to create a master work in the Liber Pontificalis ("Lives of the Pontiffs")-- Stephen now officially titled Pontiff or Pope (the first in history)--reinforcing the ancient pagan position of Pontifex Maximus to the head of the Catholic Church, the Vicarius Christi.

Entirely ficticious bloodlines and stories were interwoven with known history to create this master forgery--the Liber Pontificalus -- until a complete succession of "Popes" could be claimed from St. Peter to "Pope Stephen".
Both Pepin and Stephen remained in creative development of the Catholic Church at St. Denis until the Franks launched their fleet and attack on Rome in 755. The Byzantine garrison were slaughtered to the man. Pepin then engaged the forces of Lombard King Aistulf showing no quarter.

By the end of 756 after the elimination of all major threats upon the Italian Peninsula, Pepin then undertook one of the most extraordinary and unique actions in history - he ensured that the lands previously occupying the Byzantine Christian Exarch of Ravenna were given to the Pontiff and the Catholic Church, now named the Roman Catholic Church for the first time in history.

This act of Pepin has two fundamental effects for his fledgling Catholic Church. Firstly, it meant there existed vast land holdings now in control of the Pope as absolute Monarch - unprecedented power for a high priest of any religion. Even the Patriarch Primate of the Christian Church in Constantinople was subservient to the Emperor -- in recognition of how christianity was first formed by Holy Roman Emperor Constantine.

The second effect of Pepin's Donation (Donation of Pepin) was that it validated in an unprecedented way the claimed apostolic succession and story of the Donation of Constantine, the Liber Pontificalis, St Peter's Chair, Peter's Pence and all the other forgeries manufactured at St. Denis less than 10 years previously.

It was also the ultimate tribute to the excommunication his father (Charles Martel) and the war of the Pippins against the Roman Christian Church - by their own Catholic church holding the very same land as absolute monarchs.

The Pippin "Vicars of Christ" and Primates of the Catholic Church ruled Rome until 846

When Louis II died in 876, he left a power vacuum across the Frankish Empire. Catholic Pope Adrian II did not survive long after and the Papal States were once again thrown into turmoil.

During this period, the various Lombard princes who had managed to keep their titles and lands by continuing to switch their allegiances between Byzantine, Muslim and Catholic invaders took it upon themselves to fight for the right to claim themselves Kings of Italy and Holy Roman Emperors.

During this period, there were absolutely no Catholic Popes as the Tusculum pagan high priests of Magna Mater (Cybele) firmly established their claims and control of Rome.
748 AD - The Holy See (Catholic)

Other Names: The Sea, Sedes Sacorum, Santa Sede, De SS
Origins: Catholic Church
1st 748 AD & 2nd 1250 AD (by Roman Cult)

Sedes Sacrorum (Latin Sedes for seat/see, Sacrorum for holy) otherwise known as Santa Sede and the "SS" also known in English as "Holy See" refers to the legal apparatus as a whole by which the Pope as Supreme Patriarch of the Catholic Church (Universal Ecclesia) and its Curia of Bishops claim historical recognition as a sovereign entity with superior legal rights.

The first use of the word "see" was as the informal name of the forged "Chair of St. Peter" created by the monks of St. Denis Abbey, Paris on behalf of Pepin the Short around 748 in anticipation of his coronation and proof of the legitimacy of the Pippin claims in creating the Universal Ecclesia of the Catholic Church. It comes from the Old French word sied and sed which in turn comes from the Latin sedem (nom. sedes) meaning "seat, abode" and also sedere "to sit". The formal name for the chair was (and still is) Cathedra Petri—literally "chair of St. Peter"

When the chair was created at St. Denis, so was the legal concept of the chair literally representing the legitimate sedes or "seat" of power of the Vicarius Christi. This was in direct confrontation to the legal position of the Primate and Patriarch of Constantinople claiming to be the sedes or "seat" of Christianity.

The legal fiction known as Ex Cathedra (literally meaning "from the chair... of St. Peter") implying infallibility was not an original intention when creating the forgery. Instead, the heretical concept of infallibility did not appear until much later centuries.

Nor is it true that the Imperial Christian Patriarchs use the term "see" or sedes until centuries after concept was created in the Catholic Church by Charles Martel & his sons.

The forgery did not go to Rome but remained at the Mother Church for the Catholic Church at St. Denis where it was used as the coronation chair for Pepin the Short in 751. The chair was brought by Pepin on his conquest of Italy from 752 --providing it as a gift for the coronation of Vicarius Christi Paul in 757 -- the first time in history a "Pope" had ever sat on a seat carrying this title.
The Take Over of the Roman Cult

1057 AD - The Roman Cult
Other Names: Mother church, Roman Cult, Magna Mater, Mary Cult, Vatican Cult, The Papacy.
Founder: Pagan convert Pontifex Gregory VII as Pope (Roman Cult)

The Roman Cult, also known as the Roman Catholic Cult of the Vatican was first officially founded in 1057 by chief pagan high priest of the cult of Magna Mater (Cybele) known as Gregory VII, with the financial backing of Pietro Leoni, also known as St. Peter and Peter the Apostle, the son of deposed King Pietro II Urseolo of Hungary.

Origins of Roman Cult - A brutal and bloody cult -- involving child sacrifice, burning people alive (since 11th Century CE), demonic worship and absolute celibacy of its lowest priests -- its epicenter for such evil being the giant Phrygianum atop Vatican Hill since the 2nd Century CE.

Since the 1st Century BCE, its high priests known as "Pontiffs" -- a hereditary position controlled by a handful of ancient families -- claimed the ancient pre-Republic title of Pontifex Maximus after the Roman Emperors assumed themselves as high priest of the state cult of Magna Mater (Cybele) under the influence of the African Emperors in the 2nd Century CE.

Jealously guarding their pagan heritage and right to sacrifice people to their demon gods, the priestly families were banished from Rome more than once along with the closure of the Vatican temple.

However, during the tumultuous periods in Roman history after the collapse of Rome as the center of the Empire, the pagan high priests assumed the role as community leaders in Rome and during more than one period, openly returned to their pagan practices of child sacrifice, cannibalism and demonic worship until the utter and complete destruction of Rome by Constantine in 313 CE. The completion of the destruction of Rome would then take another two years.

The 'Great' Gregory VII - Hildebrand Gregory VII was born in Soana (modern Sovana), a small town in southern Tuscany. He is alleged to have belonged to the noble Aldobrandeschi family, a sub branch of the greater Tusculum pagan priest family.

In 1046, the forces of Holy Catholic Emperor Henry III invaded Italy and executed every last member of the Tusculum bloodline they could find.

Gregory VI (Hilderbrand) (1046) being the last fully fledged pagan Pontifex Maximus of Rome., of the most senior satanic dynasty in all of Italy. Following the massacre by Henry III, it appears Hilderbrand played an active part in communicating between the various Princely families fighting the various invasions of Catholic forces, Imperial Christian forces from Constantinople and Muslim forces up and down Italy.
Rome remained a ghost city and vast ruins until 1057 when of Pietro Leoni, also known as *St. Peter* and *Peter the Apostle*, ordered the creation of a modest palace (Lateran Palace) midst the ruins declaring himself King of Rome.

It was probably during one of his several visits to Pandulf IV of the powerful Princes of Capua at Benevento that Hilderbrand first came in contact with the Basque mercenary brothers of Robert and Roger Borja, otherwise misnamed as either Borsa, or Guiscard (which simply means sly and cunning).

The Basques were ancient satanists, worshipping Mari -- the archetype for both the image of the Devil-Mendes and Lucifer. They also had a deep seated hatred towards Catholicism on account of Charles Martel and his descendents reducing their region to rubble (on account of their treachery in the first place).

In 1056, Emperor Henry III died and his legitimate Catholic Pope Clement II was murdered soon after. It appears that Hilderbrand then enacted a brilliant plan to seize power.

Recognizing that so long as the princely satanic families of Italy refused to be either Christian or Catholic, then Italy would continue to be over run by various invaders, Hilderbrand then offered the Borja brothers a deal, that if they help him secure Rome & alignment of the other princes, he would grant them & their descendents noble land & title.

Then in 1057 "Pope* Gregory VII* (1057-1084) became the first genuine High Priest (Pontifex Maximus) who converted to Catholicism & founded the key doctrine of the Roman Cult-- a parasitic demonic & satanic set of heresies that have existed in direct opposition to the founding doctrine of both Christianity & Catholicism for one thousand years.

- Gregory VII is credited with merging the blood human sacrifice rituals of the Mother Goddess ("Magna Mater"), changing her name to Mary into the liturgy claimed to be "Catholic".

Thus from 1057, Hilderbrand named himself *Pontifex Maximus Gregory VII* in honor of the slain Tusculum satanic nobles and with the protection of the Spanish Borja mercenary brothers began reforming the satanic cults of Italy into the Roman Cult.

The first and most significant innovation of Gregory VII was to call upon the fiercely pagan families in Italy to **pledge in out appearance to being Catholic**.

The princely families of Italy had always known the Catholic Church was founded on a set of flimsy lies. But the military strength of the Catholic Empire was simply too strong. So instead of denying their lies, Hilderbrand convinced the princes to claim full belief in them as **bonifide Catholics**.

This was critical to the success of his plan. Hildebrand planned to no less than assume full legitimate inheritance of the Catholic Church as a *Roman Rite* by **claiming the Roman Pontiffs were always Catholic** and that the Liber Pontificalus was in terrible error.
Secondly, "Catholic" Pope Gregory VII instituted the second of his brilliant ideas -- the office of Cardinal and the College of Cardinals.

To reinforce his claim that the Romans were in fact the legitimate heirs of the Catholic religion (created less than 300 years earlier), he introduced the office of Cardinal whereby (as in ancient times), each family would be permitted to have no more than one of their family members as a Cardinal. Thereafter, the office of Pontifex Maximus would be elected from this select group.

Thirdly, Gregory VII formalized the process of land and title, ending centuries of bitter feuds between various princes by ensuring the process of noble title would be regulated through the College and the Pontiff known as the "Curia". Thus the Roman Cult and the base of their power was born.

Gregory further introduced innovations to reinforce the myth that the Latins had "always" been Catholic by introducing new forged texts such as the Dictatus papae -- a compilation of 27 axiomatic statements to claim not only that the Latins were always Catholic but to begin to indoctrinate the heretical demonic doctrine of Cybele into the liturgy of the Catholic Church.

Gregory went even further, ensuring that Cybele now became Mary, Mother of God -- and technically superior to Jesus -- as official "doctrine" of the Catholic Church. While this terrible heresy was against both Christian & Catholic doctrine, for 2 hundred years, now actually becomes official Catholic doctrine under the control of the Roman cult.

However, by 1083, King Henry IV was ready to invade Italy and by 1084 Gregory was captured along with his family and immediately executed. However, the diplomatic innovations and restructuring of satanic beliefs and human sacrifice into a parasitic "catholic" belief system would outlast him. His legacy is the Roman Cult and its unyielding hostage of the Catholic Church today.

1217 AD - The Venetian Satanic Cult
Other Names: Holy spirit (Fire)
Founder: Pope Innocent III
Headquarters: Vatican Catacombs

The Venetian Satanic Cult was founded by AntiPope Innocent III around 1198 during his reign as AntiPope and head of the Roman Cult.

Unlike previous members of the Roman Cult, AntiPope Innocent did not worship Magna Mater (Cybele) and the ancient demon gods of the Vatican. Instead, Innocent introduced a whole new religion based on the most ancient and esoteric knowledge of the Sadducee High Priests who ruled such temples as Baalbek and Jerusalem over 1,800 years prior.

Instead of worshipping Cybele, members of the Venetian Satanic Cult worship Moloch and the demons of the underworld.
The son of Innocent III, AntiPope Honorius III was instrumental in introducing a completely new liturgy through his Grand Grimoire- first genuine book of Witchcraft of Western Philosophy. Honorius is the father of Witchcraft, modern Wicca & the Inquisition.

Before the liturgy of Honorius & the invention of the Inquisition, Europeans had largely never heard of witches, witchcraft or any "foreign" concepts of damning people's souls.

The Inquisition was brilliantly designed to "educate" people on the black arts, demons, pentagrams and other symbols while claiming to be searching for witches. In 1047 King Pietro III Urseolo of Hungary was exiled with his family from Hungary and sought refuge in Rome. During the upheavals between the AntiPopes and the true Catholic Popes, the son of Pietro III Urseolo whose name was Pietro Leoni (1059-1124) (hence Pierleoni) proclaimed himself "Christian" in order to join the Roman Cult. However, it is certain that this Sarmatian high priest and one of the world's richest men in history remained a dedicated follower of Ba'al Moloch.

In 1119, this Sarmatian Jewish High priest seized the AntiPapacy proclaiming himself Callixtus II (1119-1124) and the first Jewish Sadducee Pope in history. To hide this fact, later Vatican chroniclers switched his details with one of the legitimate Catholic Popes to claim his birth in Burgundy.

Callixtus was succeeded by his son Honorius II (1124-1130) and then his grandson Innocent II (1130-1143). Again, the entire history of the Sadducee (Samaritan) Jewish Popes has been written out of history, in spite of their legacy (burning people, pentagram worship and the eucharist) are all elements they introduced as false doctrines.

The Inquisition and Legal Human Sacrifice

While it is claimed Pope Lucius III was the first to establish the Inquisition through papal bull Ad Abolendam, as the legal and moral framework for human sacrifice and barbaric torture of innocent people, it was descendent of the Jewish Sadducee Popes AntiPope Innocent III (1198-1216) who put it into full effect. The key elements being: The Laws of the Church, The Inquisitor, The Accused, The Act (or Offence), The Tribunal and The Witness.

The Inquisitor, strictly speaking, was a special but permanent judge, acting in the name of the Pope and clothed by him with the right and the duty to deal legally with offences against the Faith adhering to the canon laws of the Church. Thus, within the spectrum of enforcing Church Law, the Inquisitor had (and still has) the legal power over life or death of the accused.

Next, the Accused was to be summoned to appear before the Inquisitor. The Accused does not actually have to be charged with any crime of heresy at this point -- once their name is written down on a piece of paper and the individual acknowledged themselves to be that person, they ceased legally being a person and instead became both a legal personality and property. Just the simple act of acknowledging themselves to be who they are in front of the Inquisitor was enough for him to legally have complete control over their destiny.
Charges could then be drafted later, if required. But more often than not, the person would be tortured until some kind of confession of some crime was obtained -- in later centuries most notably the fictitious tales of witches and magic- promoted by the church and then used to snare innocent people of intelligence.

The Height of Power of the Venetian Satanic Cult

The Venetian Satanic Cult reached the height of its power less than 80 years ago during World War II when they put into effect under AntiPope Pius XII the greatest sacrifice of innocent people to Moloch in history-- over 18 million people murdered in ovens both in the Soviet Union and Poland.

In fact, the key sacrifice camps in Poland were deliberately positioned so they formed the largest Pentagram of Evil in history.

1250 AD - The Holy See (Cult)
Other Names: The Sea, Sedes Sacorum, Santa Sede, De SS
Original: Catholic Church /Pepin) - Taken over by Roman Cult
Roman Cult Founder; Pope Innocent IV (of Roman Cult)

Original: Sedes Sacrorum (Latin Sedes for seat/see, Sacrorum for holy) otherwise known as Santa Sede and the "SS" also known in English as "Holy See" refers to the legal apparatus as a whole by which the Pope as Supreme Patriarch of the Catholic Church (Universal Ecclesia) and its Roman Cult 'Curia' of Bishops claim historical recognition as a sovereign entity with superior legal rights.

In 1249 Giovanni Bernardone Morosini (Moriconi), otherwise known as Francis of Assisi and grandson of Doge Domenico Morosini (1148-1166) became the first Christian Doge of Venice (1249-1253). It is why later forgers of the Roman Cult saw it important to sever all possibility of "St Francis" the Mornocon/Morisini also being the Doge "Marino" (Mariner, or of the sea) Morosini in 1249-1253.

In his first year in office, works on St Mark's Basilica was expanded and the very first Bucentaur (state galley) was constructed. Doge Giovanni then called upon AntiPope Innocent IV (1243-1254) to give him is papal ring--his symbol of authority.

Then in 1250 upon the Bucentaur, Doge Giovanni (St Francis) and Innocent IV went off into the sea near St Mark's Square's square and Doge St Francis threw the Papal Ring into the sea during a formal Roman Cult religious ceremony at which point St Francis was the first to ever usher "Desponsamus te, mare, in signum veri perpetui domini" We wed thee, sea, in the sign of the true and everlasting Lord") declared Venice and the (Holy) sea to be indissolubly one--thus the Holy See was first born as the first "fully christian" joint business venture between the Roman Cult, the Venetians and the Crown of England.
Origin of the Legal Entity "Sedes Sacrorum"

It is claimed that first use of "Holy See" to mean specifically, the legal personality of office of a bishop began under Pope Boniface VIII when he issued his famous Papal Bull on February 25, 1296 that decreed that 'all prelates or other 'ecclesiastical superiors' who under what ever pretext or color shall, without authority from the Holy See, pay to laymen (general public) any part of their income or of the revenue of the Church, likewise all emperors, kings, dukes, counts, etc. who shall exact or receive such payments, incur or the sentence of excommunication.'

The Papal Bull was in response to the growing promulgation of charters and letters by nobles across Europe following the Magna Carta in 1215. Some of these documents has the technical legal effect of placing the property of the church "under" a sovereign, therefore at risk of seizure when a powerful bishop died. The creation of the concept of a legal personality called the "Holy See" that existed prior to a bishop and continued on after a bishop died was a way of overcoming this threat.

Pope Boniface VIII also associated a second and most significant concept to the idea of the Holy See when he declared around the same time that "every creature is subject to authority of pope". Pope Boniface VIII further strengthened the legal vehicle of the Holy See in 1302 when he issued the Papal Bull Unun Sanctum stating: "We declare, say, define, and pronounce that it is absolutely necessary for the salvation of every human creature to be subject to the Roman pontiff."

The legal personality of the Holy See became instrumental in the Roman Catholic Church establishing one of the most profitable businesses in the Middle Ages- the International Slave Trade. This industry, initially controlled by Portugal and Spain was only made possible because of the unique claimed attributes of the Holy See.

However, a new challenge arose with the proposed expeditions for "new lands" by both Spain and Portugal and how these might be resolved. Pope Sixtus IV (1471-1484) assisted in the resolving the dispute with Spain and Portugal following the Treaty of Alcaçovas by issuing the Papal Bull Aeterni Regis in 1481 which granted the lands "yet to be discovered" along the west coast of Africa as far as Guinea to Portugal.

When Spain sponsored a Papal Navy expedition to claim the New World under the commands of Christopher Colon (Columbus), Pope Innocent VIII (1484-1492) extended the concept of the Holy See now to be literally the whole entire oceans with all land in it. Christopher Colon was given the special legal title of Governor and Captain-General of the Indies, Islands and Firm-Land of the Ocean Sea.

The word "Indies" does not refer to the Islands now known as the Caribbean, but a term defining the Roman Catholic concept of human "creatures" subject to the Popes claimed legal control.
The extended legal term of the Holy See being the legal personality of the Roman Catholic Church encompassing the whole oceans and all land was further refined in the Papal Bull Dudum siquidem dated September 25, 1493 entitled Extension of the Apostolic Grant and Donation of the Indies, the Pope granted to Spain even those lands in eastern waters that "at one time or even yet belonged to India." This nullification of Portugal's aspirations led to the 1494 Treaty of Tordesillas between Spain and Portugal, which moved the line a little further west to 39°53'W.

Initially, the division line did not explicitly extend around the globe. Spain and Portugal could pass each other toward the west or east, respectively, on the other side of the globe and still possess whatever they were first to discover. In response to Portugal's discovery of the Spice Islands in 1512, the Spanish put forward the idea, in 1518, that Pope Alexander had divided the world into two halves. The antipodal line in the eastern hemisphere was then established by the Treaty of Saragossa (1529) near 145°E

**Origins of the Spiritual Entity Called The 'SS'**

**1483 AD - Roman Cult - the SS or the Knights of the Sedes Sacrorum.**

Under Pope Innocent VIII, the role of the Inquisition and Inquisitor changed to increase their legal and spiritual authority when despatching "heretics". Around 1483 Tomás de Torquemada was named Inquisidor General of Aragón, Valencia and Catalonia.

His torturers and special militia were then blessed with being sworn into the highest sacred order of the Roman Cult-- the SS or the Knights of the Sedes Sacrorum.

As a military order of the Roman Cult, the Knights of the Sedes Sacrorum (SS) were bestowed by the legal orders of the Roman Pontiff on behalf of the Mother Church to wage constant Holy Inquisition against all heretics, including assassinations, torture and counter-intelligence, to protect the name of the Holy Roman Catholic Church and directly represent the interests of the Holy See as its primary order of Holy Knights-- the SS (Sedes Sacrorum or Holy See). - - - - - As a spiritual order of the Roman Catholic Church, the SS --were bestowed with the extraordinary Roman Catholic grace of being forgiven for all their mortal sins that "unfortunately" must be done in order to observe its temporal orders. In others words, the troops of the Grand Inquisitor Tomás de Torquemada were the first religious military order to be granted "immunity" from Hell by the Pope on account of its acts of torture, terror and evil.

**Modern Times:** The last open satanic ritual sacrifices under the Holy Inquisition was in the early 19th Century. By the beginning of the 20th Century, there were less than a few hundred SS soldiers still assigned to the Holy Inquisition. However, upon the appointment of Heinrich Himmler in 1929 to the NSDAP in Germany, a new Nazi SS (Knights of the Sedes Sacrorum) Army of several hundred thousand was created by 1939 to wage the single greatest Inquisition ever undertaken by the Roman Cult-- with over 18 million innocent people burned alive in ovens in Russia and Poland.
The German SS were disbanded at the end of World War II, with the Roman Scroll of the SS being handed to the United States SS (Secret Service/Sedes Sacrorum) by 1945. The United States SS was officially created into a military/spiritual force after the assassination of President William McKinley in 1901. After the staged gun-fight outside Blair House in 1950, the United States SS have had absolute protection of the President of the United States, holding him a virtual prisoner of the State under the guise of official protection.

800 BC - The Crown of Baal - Baalbek
Original Names: 3 Crowns of Babylon

1302 AD - Other Name: Crown of Tiara Dagon/Moloch
http://one-evil.org/content/symbols_triple_crown.html

The Crown of Ba'al, also known as the Papal Tiara and Triregnum is a three-tiered jewelled papal crown and symbol of claimed papal supremacy since the 16th Century. Since the 16th Century, it has featured prominently as part of the coat of arms of the Vatican, usually with the crossed keys of claims of authority from St

Prior to Pope Boniface VIII (1294-1303) the antipopes of the Roman Cult wore fabric, not metallic headdress, similar to the Persian High Priests of Mithra. However in 1302 Boniface issued his infamous Papal Bull Unam Sanctam, being the first Express Trust claiming control over the whole planet and effectively "King of the world". In celebration, he commissioned a gold plated headdress in the shape of a pinecone, with an elaborate crown at its base. The pinecone is an ancient symbol of fertility and one traditionally associated with Ba'al as well as the Cult of Cybele.

The 1st Crown of Crown Land - While Pope Boniface VIII was the first leader in history to create the concept of a Trust, the first Testamentary Trust through a deed and will creating a Deceased Estate was not until Pope Nicholas V in 1455 through the Papal Bull Romanus Pontifex. This is only one of three (3) papal bulls to include the line with the incipit "For a perpetual remembrance." This Bull had the effect of conveying the right of use of the land as Real Property from the Express Trust Unam Sanctam to the control of the Pontiff and his successors in perpetuity. Hence, all land is claimed as "crown land".

This 1st Crown is represented by the 1st cestui Que Vie Trust created when a child is born, depriving them of all their beneficial entitlements and rights on the land at birth.

The 2nd Crown of the Commonwealth - The second Crown was created in 1481 with the papal bull Aeterni Regis meaning "Eternal Crown" by Sixtus IV being only the 2nd of three papal bulls as deeds of testamentary trusts.

This Papal Bull (Canon) created what is known as the "Crown of Aragon", later known as the Crown of Spain, being the highest sovereign and highest steward of all Roman Slaves subject to the rule of the Roman Pontiff. Spain lost the crown in 1604 when it was granted to King James I of England by Pope Paul V after the successful passage of the "Union of Crowns" or Commonwealth in 1605 after the false flag operation of the Gunpowder Plot.
The Crown was finally lost by England in 1975 when it was returned to Spain and King Carlos I, where it remains to this day.

This 2nd Crown is represented by the 2nd cestui Que Vie Trust created when a child is born being the sale of the birth certificate as a Bond to the private central bank of the nation, depriving them of ownership of their flesh and condemning them to perpetual servitude as a Roman person, or slave.

The 3rd Crown of the "Ecclesiastical 'See'" - The third Crown was created in 1537 by Paul III through the papal bull Convocation also meant to open the Council of Trent being the third an final testamentary deed and will of a testamentary trust, being the trust set up for the claiming of all "lost souls", lost to the See.

The Venetians assisted in the creation of the 1st cestui Que Vie Act of 1540 to use this papal bull as the basis of Ecclesiastical authority of Henry VIII. This Crown was secretly granted to England in the collection and "reaping" of lost souls.

The Crown was lost in 1815 due to the deliberate bankruptcy of England and granted to the Temple Bar (London town), which became known as the Crown Bar, or simply the Crown.

The Bar Associations have been responsible ever since in administering the "reaping" of the souls of the lost and damned, including the registration and collection of Baptismal certificates representing the souls collected by the Vatican and stored in its vaults.

This 3rd Crown is represented by the 3rd cestui Que Vie Trust created when a child is baptized being the grant of the Baptismal certificate by the parents to the church or Registrar being the gift of title of the soul. Thus, without legal title over one's own soul, a man or woman may be "legally" denied right to stand as a person, but may be treated as a creature and thing without legally possessing a soul. Hence, why the Bar Association is able to legally enforce Maritime law against men and women- because they can be treated as things, cargo that does not possess a soul.

1136 AD - The Papal Bull (Ba'al)
Material: Human skin, usually from sacrificed children and/or famous heretics.

A Papal Bull is a formal document issued by a Roman Cult Pontiff upon a major act of law, curse or claim to extend the power of the Cult over its claimed domination of the world, all nations, all people, all law and all religions. All legitimate Papal Bulls were issued on human skin, usually the skin of a sacrificed child, or some famous heretic. Forgeries are on calf skin or some other lesser medium.

The first legitimate Papal Bull is probably around 1136 called Ex commisso nobis by Pope Innocent II in the claimed excommunication of the Saxon (German) Pope at Magdeburg.

Unfortunately, many of the key Papal Bulls are missing (such as 1249) and most have been deliberately forged over the centuries onto calf or sheep skin, to re-write history and hide their original form on human skin.
However, it is unlikely the originals on the skin of those murdered by the Cult - especially children - have been destroyed as they remain the foundation of the Roman Cult and a core source of their supernatural power.

**Original Source and Concept of Papal Bulls**

The claim that Papal Bulls are named after the *bulla* of ancient Roman documents is a complete absurdity - **they are dedications to the Dark Lord or Ba'al Satan** to whom the Roman Cult dedicate their works in secret.

The use of human skin is a fundamental prerequisite for a Papal Bull to have power as this is a concept of necromancy inherited through the Rabbi of Venice, the successors of the Sarmatians, themselves the successors of the Scythians and Tarsus, the successors of Mari and the amurru, the city founded itself from exiles of Ur.

The Latin word vellum from 'vellus' means not only a fleece or hide but also “human” skin, indicating during Roman times - meaning of this form of writing material was still known.

In fact it was the Roman Cult itself through the formation of the College of Abbreviators that create the word "Parchment" to describe the fundamental form for legitimate Papal Bulls - “parchment” meaning parca = one of the three fates - the fate of death, h = letter of binding and ment/mentis = mind, thought, intention, intellect or in other words “mind/soul bound to the fate of death”.

**Official Papal Method for creating Vellum/Parchment for Bulls**

The awful ritual of murdering children for using their skin for Papal Bulls and other Spells was first outlined in the *Grimoire* of Pope Honorius III at the beginning of the 13th Century. But instead of explicitly using the word "human child", the word "kid" is used. Today, the word kids is accepted as a word for children.

The same ritual appears as standard procedure in subsequent *Grimoires of black magic* published by the Popes.

**Concerning the Victim of the Art**

*Take your kid (child); place it on a block with the throat turned upward, so that it may be easier for you to cut it; be ready with your knife, and cut the throat with a single stroke, pronouncing the name o the Spirit whom you wish to invoke. For example, say: "I slay thee, N. (name of child) in the name and to the honor of N. (name of spirit)". Have a care that two blows not be needed, but let it die at the first; then skin with the knife and while skinning it make the following Invocation...*
The Highest Form - Succession of Form

Under all western law, the highest form of law and literally the highest form upon which any writing exists is a Papal Bull- based on parchment, being the skin of sacrificed children. In the system devised by the Roman Cult, no other document can claim higher standing.

This is a key reason why all 'legitimate Bulls' were written on the skin of sacrificed innocent children, cursed, sodomised and then brutally butchered- because the Roman Cult did not publicly permit any documents to be written on parchment from human skin, no other documents could claim "human personality" and therefore real spiritual life.

Under the perverse and corrupt system of law that dominates the world today, the Roman Cult has convinced all jurisdictions to consider documents as devoid of life, except for those granted limited powers to resurrect the "dead paper" of a document to limited life, through the form of certain seals. Yet under this wholly evil and wicked system, no document has higher "life" that a Papal Bull being a satanic curse and binding using the flesh of innocents to "trap their soul" to the form. Regardless of this perversity, under Western law, legally Papal Bulls technically stand as the highest form of original law - therefore what they say (always written in Latin) is technically the law.

1260 BC - Gold
Other Names: G (in Freemasonry), Zahav
As cursed material - since Ramses II onwards
As cursed 'lawful money' decrying empires from 60 BC onwards
As medium for curing souls from 1543 AD onwards as the "BAR"

Gold, the god of the Roman Caesars in opposition to the Divine Creator (as referenced in the New Testament); the false god of the Israelites (golden calf) in opposition to Yah; the false god of the MenesHeh in opposition to Sabaoth (Satan); the ultimate “G” meaning of Freemasonry; the cursed medium into which the “salvaged souls” by the banks and courts condemn our spirits since 1543; the wrecker of civilizations and cause of great depressions as “lawful” money; the medium of spells and madness.

No other medium has caused so much suffering, so much war or grief. No other medium or material has been associated with so many curses. No other object has been proven to be the very worst material for underwriting “lawful” money through indisputable evidence of its use by bankers and merchants to beguile, usurp and collapse empires. Yet despite all warnings, including more scriptural warnings than any other substance across more faiths than any other material, Gold remains a substance worshipped by millions, particularly Christians in absolute contradiction and defiance to their faith.

Despite its worship, despite overwhelming historic evidence of its danger, those that promote gold, particularly as “lawful” money rarely consider its clear history, its dominant “owner” and its sole purpose for over two thousand years as a destroyer of cultures and as a bringer of curses and ill fortune upon those spellbound by it.

Therefore, we will investigate how such a medium acquired such evil symbolism and power.
History of the Worship of Gold as a "God" in Itself

Since the infusion of millions of curses into gold as a medium of “lawful money” by the Ramses Menes pirates ordering the Israelites to “melt down” the history of the Hyksos, three groups have dominated the control of gold, with two being not immune to the curse of gold – the Israelites because of the swamp pirates invaders - being the Menes (later Menes-Heh and their descendents the Khazars, Venetians, Ashkenazi, Zionist).

During captivity under the swamp pirate Ramses pharaohs, the Israelites were the first group to begin worshipping gold as its own god, in the form of the “golden calf” in an open rejection of Yah and the Divine Creator. The calf was later also adopted as a false god by the Menes-Heh themselves.

This open rejection in defiance of the Divine Creator – a kind of reverse curse claimed against all creation of the Divine – finds its modern equivalent in the “G” of Freemasonry and the highest realization of those that attain the status of enlightenment as a “Gewe” that the G standards for the god of Gold as a curse and hatred against the Divine, the world and harmony.

The worship of G being the Golden Symbol of Freemasonry, being the embodiment of the Golden Calf is also the origin of the Parasite - a mental illness perpetuated through the manual of mental illness known as the Talmud that continues to infect the world today and spellbinds worshippers of Gold to rather destroy the world than save it, to sacrifice their own families for their earthly "god".

The Origin of "Lawful Money" and the Destroyer of Empires

While the use of gold as a form of currency and portal wealth dates back to the time of the swamp pirate Menes Ramses Kings of Egypt, the production of gold and any association with the fictional concept of debt was always considered public until Rome around 60 to 62 BCE. Indeed, the Greek city states and many other civilizations were minting and using gold coins as currency for hundreds of years prior, such as the city of Lydia, without causing economic depression.

The historic difference is what took place in 60 to 62 BCE in Rome when Julius Caesar sought to “purchase” control of the Roman Empire with the help of the Menes pirates now merchants and bankers, who controlled the Temple of Juno. In exchange for “privatizing” the money supply of Rome from base metal coinage to gold and granting them exclusive and perpetual production of coinage, they agreed to underwrite his campaigns.

Thus 60 to 62 BCE represents the actual “zero point” for the creation of lawful money by the Menes bankers/merchants by seizing control of the public money supply to make it private, using gold as the spell and illusion. Within two years the whole Roman Empire was in financial crisis and Civil War erupted. So with the creation of “lawful money” – by permitting an elite class of pirates with historically no conscience, ethics or beliefs to control the money, using gold, Empires could be brought to their knees.

The Temple of Juno was called Juno Moneta and is the origin of the word “Money”.
Modern Origin of Gold as the Prison of "Salvaged" Souls

On March 14th 1543, the Venetians Cult completed their conveyance of the power structure of the Roman Cult to their new church and force, the Society of Gesu (Jesus), thereby ensuring neither the Medici, nor their arch-enemy the Parasite families of Genoa could seize real power again.

The new site for the apparatus of the Vatican being the Court of Rota, the Sacred Chancery, the Treasury and the Sacred Penitentiary would be London, as the New Jerusalem Temple and later the United States as an extension to the Temple

During this time, the Jesuits were granted an exclusive “right” never before seen, the concept of salvaging those souls “lost” to the See (Sea) through the concept of Salvation

Using Banks and Courts as part of their apparatus
Thus is the full blown commercialization of sin (S.I.N.).

What did the Jesuits consider was the highest collateral against the flesh as surety and performance of promissory notes? Indeed, it was the soul. But where does one place something ethereal when salvaged and into what tangible medium? The answer was Gold Bars, the origin of the name of the Bar Associations, the “reapers of souls”.

Bar means “stake or rod of iron” used to fasten a door or gate”. It also means “ruling with a rod of iron”. So now, the Jesuits controlled the Sacred Penitentiary into which were placed the most valuable asset of all, souls cursed into Bars of Gold.

Use of Gold as a Trick

The use of gold as the trick into gaining control and privatization of the production of money has been repeated by these same families and those that followed being the Khazar/Venetian/Ashkenazi (Nazis) has seen countless Empires rise and fall from the Spanish, the German, the French, the English and soon now the American Empire of Pax Americana by... (if their plans continue unchallenged).

In the past three hundred years, those that control the vast majority of gold have undertaken two specific campaigns – to remove private citizen ownership of gold and to remove public gold reserves as competition. Gold is then withdrawn after an appropriate time, replaced by liens, and paper based underwriting to paper based currency. As debt has become unmanageable, gold is then returned under a different guise, using the poor intellectual and “truth and enlightenment” class to promote its validity.

This is precisely the plan being successfully executed by the descendents of the Menes water pirates and the Khazar land pirates now as bankers and merchants.

The strongest promoters of “lawful money” today is not the business class, historians or politicians, but the truth movement, unwittingly manipulated by the bankers as they were every seventy years like clockwork in the 1930’s globally and the 1860’s in America, in 1790’s in France and in 1720’s in Amsterdam and Germany.
Despite the fact that the Parasite Banker / Merchant families have used the “lawful money” trick of gold repeatedly and despite the fact of the overwhelming evidence that such acceptance only strengthens their control on commerce, the truth movement of today is completely and utterly entranced, ignorant and spellbound as it was every other time since the days of the Roman Empire and Julius Caesar – **hence the curse power of gold**.

Of course, such claims can easily be dismissed as conspiracy and satanic ritual theorizing gone mad. Yet gold has remained in some way the base underwriting of all “lawful money” ever since, making a comeback every seventy years or so, promoted by the truth movement and patriots of the day, to their eternal regret after the fact.

However, strong symbolic evidence exists that the mandatory requirement of Bar gold to be 999.9 percent pure is derived from 666, which is the upside down of 999.9. Again, such arguments can be seen as pure conjecture. Yet what cannot be argued is that gold as lawful money is written in the strictest of law possible within the Bible and other texts as an abomination, as a **false idol** – yet is totally supported and promoted by people who claim to follow its teachings - thus proving without question the supernatural powers associated with this cursed medium.

**1520 AD - The Sabbatian: 'Zionist' Plan**

Few figures in history are more deliberately obscured than that of alleged 17th Century CE “prophet” Sabbatai Zevi, the alleged founder of the Sabbatean movement, which later spawned the Hasidic movement, the term “Ashke-Nazi” and the whole Zionist movement and claimed spiritual revelations known as Zionism (Zionist Plan)

Despite the re-writing of history to claim the provenance of a homogenous “Jewish people” for thousands of years, there was no such thing as “Jews” until late into the 16th and indeed 17th Century. The word being a derivation of the **Mithraic degree of illumination of “Gew”** – (or simply G) as supremely enlightened.

**15th Century Rise of the Printed Occult Books**

The invention of the printing press in Europe in the 15th Century, transformed the Western world. One of the richest and most demanded sources of knowledge was “occult” knowledge or “knowledge of the universe” and “sacred prophecy”.

Through unfolding events of religion and politics, by the start of the 16th Century, both London and Venice had become the centres for the printing and publication of some of the most influential medieval occult texts, particularly those translated from the famous Moor library of Cordoba and those texts taken to the University of Montpellier in France. The most famous of the new occult texts including claimed prophecies from “Satan” and “Lucifer” (wrongly considered by these writers to be one and the same being) were:

(iv) **Venetian Talmud** is a ficticious work by Daniel Bomberg of the alleged Talmud recovered from Cordoba and published around 1523 in Venice. Bomberg embellished and deliberately distorted the primarily "rule book" of the Persian Talmud, in an attempt to make is appear "more occult".
The text contained many of the gross errors of ignorance of the 16th Century in relation to spirituality and divinity. Despite the massive modifications, the text was not a big seller. However, it remains the template for all future versions of the Talmud; and

(iv) The Zohar (זֹ护身), Hebrew meaning “Splendor or Radiance” is a pseudopigrapha text first published in separate small book form in Venice, Geneva and London from 1558 based on excerpts of previous Kabbalah works such as De Hominis Dignitate as well as the completed revised sacred texts such as the Geneva Bible, translated into Hebrew as the Tanakh (תנך) or Jewish Bible. The claim that the Zohar was composed by Moses de León in the 14th Century is a 19th Century fraud and attempt to divert attention from England and its 16th Century origins

The Ottomans and Occult Prophecy

The Ottomans had already successfully conquered Persia and the Safavid Empire by 1512, then Egypt and the Mamluk Sultanate by 1517. During the reign of Kaiser Suleiman (Solomon) (1520-1566), the Ottomans reached as far west as Vienna in 1529. However, by 1545, under Jesuit guidance, the Safavid Tahmasp I succeeded in defeating the Ottomans and re-establishing an independent kingdom in Persia, while the Jesuits built their first trading post at Ter-Gan (Tehran).

However, by the start of the 17th Century, the influx of Arabic books of occult theologies, the rise of the Shia counter religion within Islam in Persia created by the Jesuits and the rising prophecies of a coming Messiah (allegedly by 1648 in a version of the Zohar), caused major internal friction within the Ottoman Empire. Kaiser Ibrahim I (1640-1648) of the Ottomans commissioned the occult scholar Nethaniel (Nathan) of Gaza and his scriptorium to come up with a “sacred text” that would reinvent Islam and take advantage of this occult knowledge to establish a “universal covenant” with Lucifer.

During the 19th Century, the Sabbatean movement continued to grow, particularly with the manufacture of wholly absurd and contradictory prophecies of a claimed "homeland for the Jews" in Palestine, even though the origin of the base knowledge plagiarized and corrupted by the Sabbatean and then Hasidic movements originated from Persia.

By the 20th Century, the ancient Magyar families of Venice now wholly ignorant of history and so devoted followers of Sabbateanism succeeded in wiping out the leading royal descendents of the Bulgar and Avar families and ancient Menesheh followers with largely only extremist Ashkenazi followers of the Ottoman (quasi-Islamic) religion remaining.
1540 AD - The Jesuits

Other Names: Society of Jesus, The Company of Jesus, The Company
Year of Origin: Papal Bull 'Regimini militans ecclesiae' (Government of Church Militant)
Founder: Ignatius of Loyola
Headquarters: Church of Gesu, Rome
Head of Organization: Superior General (then), (for last 60 years - "Provincial Generals")
Current Leader: Adolfo Nicolas
Members: 17,000

The Society of Jesus (abbreviated as S.J.), also known as the "Jesuits", is presently a male dominated Mystical-Evangelical religious Order of the Catholic Church (Universal Ecclesia) founded on August 15, 1534 (feast day for Lucifer since 70CE) as a military order; and first recognized by Papal Bull Regimini militantis ecclesiae on September 27, 1540. Restrictions on the Order were not removed until March 14th 1543 (oldest feast day for Lucifer and Mithra) through Papal Bull Injunctum nobis.

The Society of Jesus, or more commonly known as the “Jesuits” remains arguably the most enigmatic and misrepresented body for more than four hundred years, since their founding in the 16th Century. Through the combination of a heroic devotion to their personal vows, with a quest for deeper spiritual enlightenment tempered by an absolute military loyalty to a “greater cause”, the Jesuits have been variously claimed as connected or responsible for virtually every major plot and historic plot since their formation.

The Jesuits were founded initially as The Company of Jesus on "Assumption Day" August 15, 1534, also being the traditional feast day for Lucifer since 70CE, in a secret ceremony in the crypt of the Chapel of St. Denis by Ignatius of Loyola (born Íñigo López de Loyola) and Francisco Xavier, Alfonso Salmeron, Diego Laínez, and Nicolás Bobadilla all from Spain, Peter Faber from Savoy in France, and Simão Rodrigues from Portugal.

The formation was supported by Venetian Doge Andrea Gritti and Alessandro Farnese as Pope Paul III, including Francis Borja, of the infamous "Borja" also known as Borgia/Borga, Duke of Grandia, grandson of Pope Alexander VI and the patron of Ignatius of Loyola. Francis Borja was the principle financier and architect in the formalization of the Jesuits into the first dedicated military order of monks of the Catholic Church. He was also responsible for securing the Papal Bull Regimini militantis (September 27, 1540) from Borja family friend Alessandro Farnese Pope Paul III which first gave the Jesuits official status as an order.

Ignatius of Loyola first came to the attention of the young Duke of Grandia by 1529 after Ignatius was again arrested by the Inquisition for practicing extreme religious devotion. Borja saw potential in the extreme military based devotion being preached by Ignatius of Loyola and his desire to establish an order of military monks. It was the young Borja who saved the life of Ignatius from the Inquisition.
At the death of Ignatius in 1557, Francis Borja was expected to be the second Superior General. However, his ambitions were hampered firstly by arch-enemy Giovanni Pietro Carafa as Pope Paul IV (1555-1559). Carafa had been one of the greatest enemies of Borja Pope Alexander VI and immediately nominated Diego Laynez (James Lainez) as Superior General.

Pope Paul IV died in August of 1559 and was replaced by Giovanni Angelo de' Medici (Pope Pius IV). In both cases, Jesuit Superior General Diego Laynez aligned himself closely making him virtually untouchable.

However, after Pope Pius IV rounded up and tortured and murdered Benedetto Accolti and other members of Papal families in an alleged failed plot, Cardinal Borja made his move and Pius IV was poisoned to death on December 9, 1565. A few days later, Superior General Diego Laynez suffered the same fate and soon after Cardinal Francis Borja was unanimously elected the third Superior General.

**Philosophy of the Jesuit Military Order**

The outward philosophies of the Jesuit Military Order are to be found in two major works attributed to Ignatius of Loyola, the first called *Spiritual Exercises* (first approved and published from 1548) and the second called *Constitutions* of the Society of Jesus in 1554.

The book *Spiritual Exercises* introduces a set of philosophical meditations, prayers and exercises, pertaining to the development of a deeper discernment as to the complexities and consequences of choice, particularly the various paradoxes of good and evil. The work also introduces a deep mysticism and nature of allegorical writing that has remained a hallmark of Jesuit prose to the present day – whereby a statement may have multiple meanings, depending upon the discernment of the reader.

While it is entirely possible, Ignatius of Loyola is the ultimate author, the content of *Spiritual Exercises* is unmistakably Venetian and Mithra within its provenance and nature, making it more likely the work was conceived whilst Loyola was in Venice than in a cave at Manresa in Spain.

The deepest revelation concerning the canonical texts of Jesuit Philosophy and thinking is that the history of mankind has been on a path since the beginning of time, from birth as an animal and creature – with all our doubts, fears and faults - toward fulfilment as unity with the Divine; and that the deepest sources of pain and anguish by discerning beings is to be found in fighting against this self-evident truth; and that it is essential for any genuine self-development of competence and discernment to adopt a regime of military like self-discipline and detachment from temporal goods; and when we detach ourselves from such temporalities, we are able to discern the Divine in all things and the deeper paradox between life and death and good versus evil.
Unique features of the Jesuit Military Order

Borja strengthened the already substantial powers of the Jesuit Superior General to be greater than any other Order in the history of the Roman Catholic Church.

While technically monks, the Constitution of the Order was unique in that it exempted priests from the cloistered rule (i.e. living in monasteries). Instead, Jesuit monks were to live "in the world". Only the Dominican Priests who were the chief torturers of the Inquisition and the Catholic Church at the time had anything like such freedoms.

However, the Jesuit Constitution from the very beginning went even further in that it permitted and even encouraged the priests not to wear the habit (traditional monk dress) so that they would "blend in" to the world.

Borja secured a Papal Bull from Pope Paul III in 1545 permitting the Jesuits to preach, hear confession, dispense the sacraments and say mass without having to refer to a bishop-effectively placing them outside the control of the regional clergy.

**In addition, Borja** amended the Constitution of the Jesuit Military Order even further when he bestowed powers to the office of the Superior General of the Jesuits second only to the Pope. By its own constitution from 1565 (and which remains in force even today), the Superior General can absolve priests and new recruits of all their sins, even the sin of heresy and schism, the **falsification of apostolic writings**. Further, the Superior Generals from the time of Borja onwards had the "official" power by Papal Bull and its by-laws to reverse sentences of excommunication, suspension or interdict and even absolve Jesuit priests guilty of murder and bigamy.

In one of the most stunning victories of Superior General Borja was in the year he died, when he secured under Pope Gregory XIII in 1572 the rights of the Jesuits to deal in commerce and banking - a right that had not been granted to any religious order of the Catholic Church since the Knights Templars four hundred years earlier.

In fact, it is these laws under the Constitution of the Jesuit Order that have rise to the Superior General being known as the Black Pope.

The Jesuits and Education

In October 1538, Roman Pontiff Paul II (III) (1534-1549) issued the Papal Bull calling upon the Roman Catholic Church to become principally a "teaching" institution to the world, while also reconstituting the Dominican Friars. The Jesuits were then granted the English Hospice as their first seminary and education college in history as the Collegium Anglicus or College of English. The College was reconstituted in 1579 as the Pontifico Collegio Inglese (Pontifical College of English);
In February 1551, prior to the recommencement of the second period of the Council of Trent (1551-52), Roman Pontiff Julius II (III) (1550-1555) ceded the Collegium Romanum (“Roman College”) to the control of the Company of Gesu (Jesuits) and Ignatius of Loyola as Superior General (1541-1556) granting its headquarters at the base of Capitoline Hill:

(i) From 1556, the Collegium Romanum (“Roman College”) was also known as the Università Roma or “University of Rome” under the control of the Superior-General of the Company of Gesu (Jesuits); and

(ii) From 1584, the Collegium Romanum (“Roman College”) was also known as the Pontificia Università Gregoriana or “Great Pontifical Universe” under the control of the most senior Rector of the Society of Jesus (Jesuits); and

(iii) Within the “great universe”, a series of “colleges” were either formed or reconstituted for most major languages and regions of peoples from 1579 including English (1579 reconstituted), German and Hungarian (1580 reconstituted), Greek (1579), Polish (1583), Scottish (1601), Irish (1628), Belgian (1844), French (1853), South America (1858), North America (1859), Croatian (1863), Armenian (1885), Canadian (1887), Nepomuceno (Czech) (1888), Spanish (1892), Marionite (1893), Portuguese (1901), Brazilian (1934), Filipino (1961) and Ethiopian (2005).

These restructurings effectively shifted the teaching control or "Magisterium" of the Catholic Church to the Jesuits, as opposed to operational control. Thus, the real power within the Jesuit Order has remained the Rectors as opposed to the Provincials in terms of teaching, knowledge and counsel.

Using their unheralded powers, the Jesuits established a counter education movement to the Protestants, using their priceless access to the secret Vatican archives, the Jesuits dedicated themselves to manipulating every major stream of science and philosophy against the Protestant intellectuals, including subverting their secret societies.

The recruitment and promotion of Education had a secondary benefit for the Jesuits in that it ensured higher calibre recruits and made their services more attractive across the Catholic world. The Jesuits quickly became known as the Order dedicated to education excellence in Catholic countries, a perverse notion considering their original purpose for existence and structure was military.

The Jesuits and Early Trade

Another area where the Jesuits sought to compete against the Protestant states early was in the securing of lucrative trade routes. Thanks to Pope Gregory XIII, the Jesuits were the only religious Order with the power to conduct commerce and banking.

Jesuit Superior General Claudio Acquaviva (1581 - 1615) soon put this to good use when in 1580, he ordered Fr Vilela S.J. to purchase of the port of Nagasaki from a local Japanese warlord. General Acquaviva then sent Alessandro Valignano S.J. back to manage the new commercial mission.
The Jesuits promoted heavily the growth of their wholly owned port of Nagasaki, to one of the most profitable trading ports in the world. **Jesuit ownership of the port of Nagasaki gave the Society a concrete monopoly in taxation over all imported goods coming into Japan.**

The Jesuits under Peter Claver S.J. were also instrumental in the development of the **slave trade from Africa to South America to be used in the gold mines.** Up to half a million slaves were shipped and arrived under the watch of Peter Claver S. J. Later, the Jesuits transformed Claver from one history's worst slave masters to the patron saint of slaves, Columbia and African Americans.

However, both **Spain and Portugal in particular were angry at the increasing wealth and influence of the Jesuits encroaching on their profits from the slaves and monopolization of trade.**

In response to the Portuguese seeking to restrict the Jesuits in Japan by arming their enemies, General Claudio Acquaviva formed an alliance in 1595 with the Dutch in supporting their merchant ships and trade. In response to the new alliance, the English Parliament issued a charter granting a monopoly on the pirate trade alliance of the East India Company in 1600.

In 1602, General Claudio Acquaviva assisted the Jesuit merchants to gain a 21 year charter of monopoly from the States-General of the Netherlands to form the Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie or VOC in Dutch, literally "United East Indies Company (Dutch East India Company)."

**Using the exclusive powers of the Jesuits to conduct banking and commerce, the Dutch East India Company represented one of the most profitable companies of history** thanks to its control of spices, slaves, drugs and plantations. The Jesuits only lost control in 1773 at the disbandment of the Order.

**The Jesuit Suppression**

While the initial argument of the Jesuits to its involvement in trade was to corrupt and hamper the activities of Protestant trade, **in reality it was Catholic nations who were most upset.** Added to the Jesuit woes was the increasing danger to the Order from its duties as chief assassins. Every time a new King or Queen died under their watch, the noble families of Europe became more agitated.

But it was the Jesuit control of education and suppression of liberalism that was to lead to their disbandment. **While Protestant nations lept ahead in commerce, industry and education, the Catholic states continued to lose control.** Spain, Portugal, the states of Italy and even France had all watched with indignity while England, Germany, Russia and the other Northern European states had grown in wealth and prestige.

In 1758 the minister of Joseph I of Portugal (1750–77), the Marquis of Pombal, **expelled the Jesuits from Portugal, and shipped them en masse to Civitavecchia, as a "gift for the Pope." In 1764, King Louis XV of France expelled the Jesuits.**
By 1769, the movement to expel the Jesuits had grown in such momentum that there was a real risk the Papal Estates might also be taken. Pope Clement XIII called for a consistory in order to disband the Jesuits, including the preparation of a Papal Bull for the pronouncement. But on February 2, 1769 the night before the Bull to disband the Jesuits was due to be promulgated, General Lorenzo Ricci had the Pope murdered.

His successor, Pope Clement XIV, himself trained by the Jesuits, was more strategic. In July 1773, Pope Clement XIV signed the order Dominus ac Redemptor to disband the Jesuits and their churches and assets were seized in simultaneous raids. In exchange, Pope Clement was given back Avignon and Benevento to the Papal states for "services rendered" to the Royal houses.

The suppression took General Ricci completely by surprise but before he could retaliate, he was arrested on August 17 and imprisoned at Castel Sant'Angelo in Rome. But on September 22, 1774 Ricci successfully had Pope Clement XIV assassinated at the age of 68. Ricci remained imprisoned and died there on November 24, 1775 after 15 years as General.

While the seizure of property, execution of priests and suppression of the Order took effect, the legal effect was negligible. Contrary, to historic claims, a Papal Bull cannot contradict a previous Papal Bull unless the previous Bull was clearly defective. Almost all of the Papal Bulls forming the Jesuits and granting power were "water tight". So the orders of Pope Clement XIV simply had the effect of brute force, with no legal effect as to the primary of the Jesuits themselves.

The counter-attack of the Jesuits

The imprisonment and death Ricci and the Letter of Suppression did not bring the desired end of the Jesuits. The Letter was valid only in those countries where it was officially promulgated.

Frederick of Prussia recognizing the value of the Jesuits as educators refused to promulgate the Brief. So, too, Catherine II of Russia forbade its promulgation for the same reasons. At first, some Jesuits became parish priests and continued to teach in the Jesuit Colleges as before.

Since they were recognized legally as Jesuits in those two countries, the Fathers in White Russia called a General Congregation—The First in White Russia. They elected as Vicar General the 53-year-old Father Stanislaus Czerniewicz. He was a leading Jesuit of the Province and was Rector at the College at Polotsk.

Stanislaus Czerniewicz died on July 7, 1785 and the Fathers called the Second Congregation of White Russia to elect a successor. They elected as Vicar General Father Gabriel Lenkiewicz on September 27.

Two years after his election, Gabriel Lenkiewicz S.J. seized an opportunity to inflict revenge upon one of the Royal houses of Europe that contributed to the downfall of the Jesuits.
Reform minded King Louis XVI of France had convened an Assembly of Notables - a group of some nobles, bourgeoisie, and bureaucrats selected in order to bypass the Parliament, dominated by the noble families.

In order to improve the standard of living for the poorest of France and halt growing hunger, the King sought the approval of the Assembly to his plan to tax Noble families and the Catholic Church for the first time. The plan outraged the Catholic Bishops and the Jesuits were called in from Russia to provide assistance on how to subvert the good King's plans.

The Jesuits quickly exploited the King's plan to by-pass the thoroughly corrupt Parliament and began printing pamphlets and anti-Monarch material stating the King was actually working against the common people, because by law one third (The Third Estate) of French Parliament were elected from the common people.

Again exploiting the reform minded King's desire to see change work, the Jesuits promoted open riots and a counter movement, claiming it was really the people who wanted change, not the King. To end the chaos, in 1791, King Louis XVI promulgated a new Constitution in which France would function as a constitutional monarchy - providing real political freedom and democracy for the first time for any mainland European nation.

In response, Pope Pius VI (1775-1799) ordered Holy Roman Emperor Leopold II of Austria to attack his brother in law. By 1792, the Jesuit controlled Jacobites had captured the King and for the following two years during the Jesuit "reign of terror" over 40,000 people were executed, mostly without even a trial.

The revolution itself did not at first advance the cause of the Jesuits to see their reinstatement. Instead, it gave renewed confidence to their ability to topple even the oldest of monarchies and so gave rise to the audacious plan to capture the Pope and the wealth of the Catholic Church.

In one of the great misdirections and forgeries of history, loyal Jesuit agent Gilbert du Motier, marquis de La Fayette known simply to most as "La Fayette" did not simply abandon his loyal troops and influence to hide in the obscure Belgium region of Liège where he was conveniently held "prisoner" for 5 years. Instead, La Fayette was tasked by the Jesuits to take the vast gold reserves of France to America.

In New York, the stolen French gold was placed in the care of the Bank of New York (founded 1784) and the newly formed Bank of the Manhattan Company (now JP Morgan Chase Bank).

Jesuit agent Antoine Christophe Saliceti had carefully groomed the career of fellow Corsican Napoleon Bonaparte for several years. In 1795, whilst serving in Paris, Napoleon succeeded in crushing a rebellion of royalists and counter-revolutionaries and was promoted by the new regime leader Paul François Jean Nicolas, vicomte de Barras (Paul Barras).
After his marriage to Josephine de Beauharnais, Saliceti ensured Napoleon was given command of the French Army of Italy in March 1796 and ordered to invade Italy, specifically to capture the Pope in Rome.

At the same time, the Jesuits through Switzerland formed the private banks Darier Hentsch & Cie and Lombard Odier Darier Hentsch as custodians for all gold, treasure and contracts seized during the campaign.

However, Pope Pius VI arranged his own peace treaty with Napoleon as Tolentino on February 19, 1797. It took the Jesuits arranging the murder of French brigadier-general Mathurin-Léonard Duphot in Rome, to get Napoleon to finally complete the task of arresting the Pope. Six weeks after the Pope’s transfer to the poor conditions of the citadel of Valence, he died on August 29, 1799.

Back in Rome, the Jesuit agents of Superior General Gabriel Lenkiewicz S.J. reviewed all the treasury notes of the Vatican as to the various locations of Vatican gold and treasure, sending it to Switzerland and Darier Hentsch & Cie Bank. In turn, the bank continued for a time to fund Napoleon for his continued campaigns of conquest.

In November 1798, Gabriel Lenkiewicz S.J. died and on February 1 Father Franz Xavier Kareu was elected Vicar General.

Re-establishment and new military orders of Jesuits

At the death of Pius VI in August 1799 as a French prisoner, Cardinal Count Barnaba Chiaramonti was eventually elected as Pope Pius VII on March 14, 1800. While initially on acceptable terms with Napoleon having secured a Concordant in 1801 and attending his coronation in 1804. However, by 1808, he was a prisoner of France, not by Jesuit intrigue but by Napoleon now running his own race.

After the disastrous Russian campaign had sufficiently weakened the power of Napoleon, Jesuit leader Tadeusz Brzozowski (first Superior General after restoration) met with Pope Pius VII at his prison in Jan/Feb 1814 and secured an agreement with Pope Pius VII to fully restore the Jesuit Order and grant it new lands and rights in Asia upon the agreement: (1) That the Jesuits would arrange for the safe release of the Pope upon the arrest of Napoleon (which occurred in April 1814); (2) That the Jesuits would not undertake anymore actions against any more Popes and restate their pledge of loyalty; (3) That the Pope get back control of the Papal territories and (4) That some of the funds of the Catholic church controlled by the Vatican would be returned.

Subsequently, the Society was restored to the world by the Papal letter "Solicitudine Omnium Ecclesiarum" on August 14, 1814.
1785 AD - The Illuminati
Founder: Duke Ernest II of Sax-Goth-Atten (1785-1798)
Headquarters: Windsor Castle, England
Current Leader: Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, as Dame Hospitaller, Matthew Festing, as Grand Master both reporting to Prelate.
Members: 36,000

The Illuminati is name given to a small group of noble and non-noble families in the 18th Century that assisted the Jesuit Order in their plans to exact revenge on the Catholic Church for their disbandment in July 1773 by Pope Clement XIV and the order Dominus ac Redemptor.

The Illuminati families were instrumental in assisting the Jesuits in stealing both the gold reserves of the Catholic Church and the French State through the promotion of the French Revolution and then Napoleon. It also certain that the Jesuits obtained in their possession a number of extremely important and incriminating documents from the Vatican Secret Archives during the capture of Rome by the forces of Napoleon.

Following the establishment of terms, the Society was restored to the world by the Papal letter "Solicitudine Omnium Ecclesiarum" on August 14, 1814. In recognition for their efforts, the "Illuminati" families were rewarded for their support through several means including noble title, estates and control of fabulous wealth (on behalf of the society).

Three of the most famous families and recipients of the favour of the Jesuits for their assistance are the House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha, the Rothschilds and the Lafayettes.

The House of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha was rewarded with the crown of England and remain the primary leading family of the Illuminati and steadfastly loyal to the Jesuits.

The term "Illuminati" and their planned structure originated from Jesuit lawyer Adam Weishaupt S.J. (1748-1830) in Bavaria.

In 1773, Weishaupt became professor of 'Canon law', now being a Jesuit and set about supporting his Jesuit brothers hiding from persecution. Having joined a number of secret societies, such as the Freemasonry Lodge in Munich in order to see how they operated, Weishaupt finalized a new model of operation for the Jesuits in exile by April 1776.

With the help of wealthy supporters, including Adolf Freiherr Knigge, on May 1, 1776, Weishaupt formed the "Order of Perfectibilists", which was later known as the Illuminati. He adopted the name of "Brother Spartacus" within the order.
The primary mission of the Illuminati under Weishaupt was to establish a New World Order through the use of science, technology and business, while abolishing all monarchical governments & the Vatican for their support in the destruction of the Jesuits.

Weishaupt coined the motto of the Illuminati to be "the ends justifies the means". Each isolated cell of initiates reported to a superior, whom they did not know thus eliminating the chance of all Jesuits in a particular region being found and killed.

The Illuminati secret cell model of Weishaupt is credited with saving many hundreds of Jesuits throughout Europe and was used to extreme effect in the planning of the French Revolution some years later. He is the first to conceive of the "perfect terrorist cell" model, since used by many political-military factions to this day.

Restoration of Jesuits and Supremecy of Illuminati

Upon the Jesuit victory over the Papacy and the restoration of the order by the Papal letter "Solicitudine Omnium Ecclesiarum" on August 14, 1814, a new order of power was established, with the Illuminati in an important position.

The Jesuit Superior General was now the most powerful position in the world, followed by his substantial apparatus including other Jesuits, Jesuit sponsored banks, businesses, military manufacturers.

The Roman Pontiff was next most senior, reporting to the officials of the Jesuit Superior General and then the Illuminati families. The old Monarch families that had previously supported the Roman Pontiff were reduced to less importance than the Holy See.

Finally, the Holy See (Sedes Sacerorum) known as the SS, became a crucial legal instrument used by the Jesuits to establish a global legal framework protecting both the Roman Cult first and then the Jesuits as "technically" a subsidiary order from all possible legal prosecution.

1933 AD - The Nazi (Party)

First Leader: Fuhrer (Fr.) Adolf Hitler
Headquarters: Berlin (to 1945), Washington DC since 1945
Head of Organization: Reich Fuhrer (1st being Fr. H. Himmler S. J.)
Current Leader: CIA Director, Central Intelligence Agency
Members: 250,000

The Nazis also known as "The Nazis" -- a shortened name for the "Knights of the Reich" is a Roman Catholic spiritual and temporal (lay order) organization first formed in 1933 upon the signing of the "sacred" Reich Concordat between Franz von Papen (on behalf of Nazi Germany) and Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli (Pope Pius XII).
The term Nazi was first publicly used as the rebranded name for the National Socialist German Workers’ Party (NSDAP) in 1933 upon devout Catholic leader --known as "Father" or Führer--(Fr.) Adolf Hitler assuming office as German Chancellor.

As a temporal order of the Roman Catholic Church, the Nazis are bestowed by the "infallible" legal orders of the Roman Pontiff to pursue on behalf of the Mother Church a constant Holy Crusade against all heretics, to protect the name of the Holy Roman Catholic Church and serve the interests of the SS (Sedes Sacrorum or Holy See).

As a spiritual order of the Roman Catholic Church, the Nazis-- like the Jesuits --were bestowed with the extraordinary grace of being forgiven for all their sins that "unfortunately" must be done in order to observe its temporal orders.

As the Nazi order ("Knights of the Reich") were formed by a formal Papal act and Deed in the form of the Reich Concordat 1933, the continued existence of the Nazi Order is conditional upon this legal document remaining enacted. Given the German Government and Holy See (Vatican) continue to honor this Concordat to this day, the Nazi order remains legally and technical still enacted, now bestowed unto a new organization.

1933 AD - The Nazi SS (Sedes Sacrorum)
Other Names: Nasi SS "Knights", Knights of the Sedes Sacrorum
First Leader: Reich furrier (1st being Fr. H. Himmier S.J.Fuhrer (Fr.)
Head of Organization: Reich Fuhrer (1st being Fr. H. Himmler S. J.)
Headquarters: Berlin (to 1945), Washington DC since 1945
Current Leader: Director, SS (Secret Service), Washington DC
Members: 10,000

The Nazi SS also known as "SS"-- a shortened name for the "Knights of the Holy See" is a Roman Catholic spiritual and military order first formed in 1933 based completely upon the Jesuit order structure upon the signing of the "sacred" Reich Concordat specifically through the application of Articles 1,12,15,21 and 33 with the enaction of Clause (c) of the "Secret Supplement" of the Concordat between Franz von Papen (on behalf of Nazi Germany) and Cardinal Eugenio Pacelli (Pope Pius XII).

The Nazi SS were also formally given birth under the Reich Concordat of 1933 with its first Superior General being Reichführer (Superior Father/General) Fr. Heinrich Himmler S. J. who personally attended the signing ceremony of the Reich Concordat in Rome (1933). Under the Reich Concordat, the Reichführer --having the same rank as a Senior Roman Catholic Cardinal --is the superior to the Führer, the “lay” representative of the Nazi (Knights).

As a military order of the Roman Catholic Church, the Knights of the Holy See (Nazi SS) are bestowed by the "infallible" legal orders of the Roman Pontiff on behalf of the Mother Church to wage constant Holy Inquisition against all heretics, including assassinations, torture and counter-intelligence, to protect the name of the Holy Roman Catholic Church and directly represent the interests of the Holy See as its primary order of Holy Knights-- the SS (Sedes Sacrorum or Holy See).
As the primary Roman Catholic spiritual order charged with carrying out the executions of the Holy Inquisition, the Knights of the Holy See (Nazi SS) are tasked with rounding up large numbers of people, depriving them of their rights on claim of being heretics and killing them.

As members of a Catholic Order holding the equivalent spiritual powers of Priests, Bishops and even Cardinals (e.g. Fr Himmler S.J.), the Knights of the Holy See have historically murders heretics by sacrificing them in formal religious ceremony.

This is why over 18 million innocent people were burnt alive in ovens in Russia and Poland during World War II--as the single largest mass human sacrifice in history -- rather than cheaply starving them to death and/or burying them alive/dead.

As the Nazi SS order ("Knights of the Holy See") were formed by a formal Papal act and Deed in the form of the Reich Concordat 1933, the continued existence of the Nazi SS Order is conditional upon this legal document remaining enacted. Given the German Government and Holy See (Vatican) continue to honor this Concordat to this day, the SS remains legally and technical still enacted, now bestowed unto a new organization.

**The Jesuit Civil War (1942-1972) Internal Split within Jesuits New World Order**

In 1941 aged 75, Count Wladimir Ledochowski -- Jesuit Superior General --was at the height of his supremecy, a still fit and completely driven man. His army of Jesuit influentials had similarly reached great heights in all places held by Catholic Dictators as well as the United States. **So why would a civil war between factions of the Jesuits break out at such a time?**

One of the great historical anomalies is the behaviour of both Adolf Hitler, Fr. Himmler S. J., and Fr. Joseph Stalin S. J. and in the Nazi Russian Invasion. Contrary to spin historians, these men had not only shown ruthless pragmatism in managing power until this point, but were actively working together on a number of military and scientific fronts until the invasion.

A frequent excuse given is that fiercely Catholic Hitler had become “drunk” with power and decided to invade Russia because he hated the Russians. But Hitler was a mere soldier, compared to **Fr. Himmler S.J. the new Grand Inquisitor of the Roman Catholic Church and his massive army of assassins and torturers.**

Instead, it is much more certain that Jesuit Superior General Ledochowski instructed Himmler to push for the assault on the understanding this would complete a clean sweep of **Catholic National Socialism** over **Catholic National Communism.** Similarly, it is clear that Count Ledochowski said something in reverse to Fr Stalin S.J. – that this was the **plan that would ultimately destroy Germany** as Stalin’s behaviour against his own country and people was nothing other than treacherous.

When Hitler invaded in June 1941, Fr Stalin -- against every other example of ruthless judgment to protect his own power -- seemingly invited for his troops to be slaughtered and defeated by refusing his generals to fully engage, then having the generals executed and then repeating the bizarre process almost up to Moscow.
However, by the bleak Russian winter of December 1941, the jaws of the Jesuit Soviet Machine clamped down shut on the legs of the German Army. From this point on, the fate of the Nazi dream and power were sealed.

For such a loyal German Jesuit as Fr Himmler S.J. such deliberate trickery by Ledochowski would have been devastating and unforgivable. The Jesuits had shifted their power away from Germany, France and Italy to America -- for the first time in the order's history.

On December 13, 1942 (aged 76) Count Wladimir Ledochowski died suddenly --almost certainly murdered by the very best assassins of Fr. Himmler for his treachery in dooming the German-Swiss –French “Illuminati” Jesuits.

**Technically this act immediately plunged the Jesuits into Civil War.** Unable to convene a General Congregation until the end of the War --when all Jesuits have permission to elect their leader --Vicar General Norbert de Boyne could not be made Superior General. This left the American Jesuits, led by Fr. Edmund Walsh S. J. free to pursue their agenda along with other international factions.

The German-Swiss-Italian-French Jesuits during the war headed by Fr Heinrich Himmler S.J. represented the “Illuminati” – the old guard who had been betrayed by their slain leader Fr Ledochowski S.J. The other camp representing the new guard, the “New World Order” headed by the American-Canadian Jesuits and allies along with English and even Australian Jesuits.

Midst the two warring camps of Jesuits were "neutral" provinces such as the Netherlands and Spain, still battling for its survival against the popularity of the Vatican sponsored Opus Dei Mary (Mari) Spanish Satanic devotion cult.

By 1946, after the end of World War II, **the two warring sides of Jesuits in Europe and the Americas finally arranged to elect a new Superior-General** in Belgium borne Jean Baptiste Janssens (1946-1964). Following the death of Jean Baptiste Janssens, the divisions in philosophy & approaches between Jesuits of North America versus Europe continued to widen.

The American Jesuits became the leading scholars in promoting revised Nihilist philosophies attacking not only traditional spiritualism, but degrading the level of competence in a wide variety of academic disciplines in the deliberate "dumbing down" of the world. Nihilism through the mass packaging of American Culture by American Jesuits not only helped maintain the dominance of America as a superpower, but ensured they remained dominant against their bitter rivals in Europe.

In 1965, Pedro Arrupe SJ was elected the next Superior General (1965-1983) of the Jesuits midst the continuing decline in numbers and **academic standards of the Order as Nihilist philosophies took their toll.** Then in 1972, a partial truce was formulated in the creation of the office of President of Jesuit Conference of the United States and an accompanying office of President of Jesuit Conference of European Provincials.
Now the warring factions had a means by which to communicate on "equal terms". A truce was finally achieved.

Upon the death of Pedro Arrupe SJ in 1983, the Dutch born Peter Hans Kolvenbach was elected Superior General (1983-2008) until his decision to resign in 2008.

Re-establish Spiritualism within Jesuits - Address 'Western Nihilism'

Despite the Jesuit Order reaching a point by 2008, of being over populated by blissfully nihilistic, barely competent, arrogant and undisciplined recruits especially within the once dominant United States faction – The Jesuit Order has re-established a stronger sense within its own ranks of the priority of spiritualism and social justice – especially in the re-establishment of the “Golden Rule of Law”.

The election of Pope Francis on March 14th 2013, the traditional "Day of Blood" and ancient birthday of Mithra represents a historic turning point for the Jesuits and the Catholic Church in a rejection of the insanity of nihilism and the potential implementation of promised reforms of Vatican II and focus on personal responsibility.

1943 AD - The New World Order
Other Names: NWO, The Global Elite
Year of Origin: 1943 Tehran
Jesuits Founders: Fr. Edmund Walsh, S. J., Fr. Joseph Stalin, S. J.
Heads of Organization: Jesuit Provincial Generals
Members: 50,000

Jesuit creation control over the New World Order - was founded in 1943 at the first Conference between England, the United States and the Soviet Union by leading Jesuits in Tehran. It was reconfirmed at the end of of World War II following the complete victory of the Roman Cult controlling the Roman Catholic Church in the re-establishment of effective Catholic control of the former Frankish Kingdom principalities now known as Germany, France, Austria, the Netherlands and Switzerland.

However, the term first entered the public arena in 1949 through the work of Jesuit co-agitator George Orwell and his book "New World Order" providing a chilling account of the future world under global Catholic socialism (Fascism).

At the heart, the New World Order is a defined membership of global financial, political & industrial consortium based around the underlying massive financial assets of the Catholic Church based from Zurich still in control of the Jesuits & their continued monopoly as the only organization in Catholic history (excluding the Knights Templar) to hold a Papal document granting them exclusive rights to conduct banking & financial activities.
As the New World Order is a consortium of financial, political, military and industrial entities, its precise structure, rules of operation and agenda remains difficult to precisely confirm. For example, a few dozen private banks in Europe and the United States first formed by the Jesuits in the 18th and early 19th Century continue to remain the foundation pillars of the global finance and credit system -- the same private banks that have withdrawn hundreds of billions of dollars of credit from the global financial system in 2008 and 2009 causing what was a localized credit squeeze of bad loans into a global depression.

The New World Order also maintains a political military structure through co-operative ties between intelligence agencies and large private and public arms manufacturers such that this apparatus serves to protect the interests of the Catholic Church across the world.

The New World Order also represents a discrete group of global companies, principally involved in industries such as pharmaceuticals as well as substantial media and publishing interests, again which have successfully maintained protection against Catholic interests, with the exception of unavoidable continual public scandals such as ongoing pedophilia by priests.

The New World Order maintains no official head office, other than the existing structure of the Catholic Church. Nor does the New World Order maintain secret archives or attend "secret" meetings in oak panelled rooms.

The entire structure, apparatus and relationships of the New World Order is largely in the public eye "hidden in plain sight" and has been scrutinized countless times by investigators and co-adjutators publishing misinformation.

For example, important New World Order meeting groups such as the Bilderberg Group and the Trilateral Commission bring together many of the key members of the New World Order, but with discussions on subjects that to any observer would be regarded as largely "benign".

This is particularly the case in regards to the core reporting and power structure of the New World Order today. Excluding major meetings of members "hidden in plain sight", Jesuit Provincial Generals have divided their armies of priests into specialist areas -- each assigned the task of involving themselves with key people in that area of expertise to such an extent that their relationships and meetings seem both normal and natural.

For example, where a Jesuit who is regarded as a top lawyer and expert in Constitutional law meets with legislators, it seems both normal and devoid of any ulterior motive. When a Jesuit is an expert in a field of science, or politics the same can be said.

Thus the real power of the New World Order rests at the lowest levels of the Jesuit structure, with one part of the Jesuit organization never having a complete picture of what the other side knows unless they are at the level of "Provincial General."
The eventual truce in the civil war of the Jesuits came in the form of a compromise of power— the New World Order is in fact a very clear and precise level pyramid of power.

Run from the top - by bottom of the Jesuit ‘Provincial Generals’

Vs run by the Superior General running from the top-down.

1. Jesuit Provincial Generals:
3. Black Pope: Jesuit Superior General

A. White Pope: Roman Pontiff
B. Re-constituted Illuminati Families: (in new structure of the New World Order)
C. Holy See: (Sedes Sacrorum) with White Pope as its head)
D. United Nations

It would be incorrect to say that the Black Pope is the most powerful person on planet Earth. Since 1945, the role has been largely symbolic and held by a candidate from a neutral country between the main factions of the Jesuit Civil War. As such, the role has been dominated by both Dutch and Spanish candidates.
The most powerful force within the New World Order is unquestionable the 'Provincial Generals' of the Order - the most senior factional leaders of the Jesuits who continue to hold a truce since 1945. While the Superior General can technically give absolute orders to his provincials, in practice it has been the other way around for over sixty years.

Then we come to the third layer being the Financial-Military Apparatus which few people who believe in the existence of the New World Order would argue. However, few have ever heard of the real foundation of the global financial system in the early 19th Century using Jesuit controlled gold stolen from the Vatican during the Jesuit-Papal Wars to fund an army of private banks in Europe and the United States.

Then we come to the fourth layer of the New World Order apparatus being the reconstituted "Illuminati" families from the United States, Europe and even Asia/Middle East. They have no control over the Jesuits, nor do they wish to challenge them in any way as their various positions from Royal families, occasional Presidents, Prime Ministers and global leaders is dependent upon the favourable patronage of the Jesuits.

The fifth layer of the New World Order apparatus is the Holy See. Contrary to common misinformation, the role of Pope is now of secondary importance to the legal apparatus of the Holy See -- The Holy See, being the legal framework that claims Vatican superiority over all other laws of man as well as complete dominion over animals (humans being classed as animals by their laws). It is the papacy and Vatican curia that in recent years has waged and increasing PR war in revealing more and more of the New World Order apparatus against the Jesuits.

The sixth layer is the United Nations and legal apparatus which recognizes the Holy See as a legitimate state and entity, therefore its laws, therefore every national laws as subservient to the United Nations.

The Fraudulent "Holy Roman Empire" - Charlemagne - Germany

Contrary to most history books that falsely claim Charlemagne and his descendents first incorporated the title "Holy Roman Empire" into their reign, the title "Holy Roman Empire" did not appear until the 16th Century when it was known in German as Heiliges Römisches Reich Deutscher Nation and in Latin in Sacrum Romanum Imperium Nationis Germanicæ.

The last ruler to claim the title of "Holy Roman Emperor" was Francis II, who abdicated and dissolved the Empire during the Napoleonic Wars in 1806.
Governments around the world have invested unprecedented billions of tax payer funded credits to stop banks, financial institutions and major corporations from collapsing. For the first time in over sixty years, we are witnessing the largest “socialization” of major industry – The Great Leap to Socialism. Why is this happening? Will it work to save us and what role does the Jesuits and the Vatican continue to play in this course of action?

If there is one shocking truth concerning revolution and liberation is it that such passionate political movements have been the vehicle by which the greatest mass murderers have swept to power—not semi-democratic police states.

If you are not an American you will understand why your country is on its present course, as it too is controlled by the Jesuit General through his select Jesuits, Knights of Malta, Shriner Freemasons, the Knights of Columbus, and the Illuminati’s Masonic, Cabalistic, Labor Zionist, Sabbatian Frankist (named after the Black Pope’s baptized Jacob Frank), Jewish House of Rothschild.

For the Order controlled the infamous HOUSE OF ROTHSCHILD since no later than the French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars, after which Jesuit-led Crusade the Rothschild family was surnamed the “Guardians of the Vatican Treasury.” Eric Jon Phelps, Vatican Assassins”, 3rd Ed., p.90